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Read Before Operating
Important Safeguards

The following items are frequently not recognized or are overlooked by new
users while learning to operate a Gas Chromatograph.
They are brought to your attention to safeguard against damage to your
equipment.
The primary disconnecting device of the instrument is the power cord.
In case of an emergency unplug the power cord. Make sure the power cord is
accessible at any time.

1. Carrier gas must be flowing through the column before heating the column
oven. Carefully evaluate columns that have been heated with no carrier gas
flowing through and discard, if damaged. Ensure the Injector contains a septum
and there is a positive flow of carrier gas before heating the column.

2. Become familiar with the location and identity of Injector and detector options
prior to making settings at the GC display and pneumatics panel. For example,
determine the physical location of the Injector you want to use (front, middle, or
rear) and identify the specific pneumatic controls associated with it (Electronic
Flow Control). Similarly, determine the physical location of the detector you
want to use and identify the specific pneumatic controls for this detector.

3. Heating an ECD to elevated temperatures without carrier or make-up gas
flowing through it can damage the ECD cell. This can happen inadvertently
especially when the ECD is not in use. For this reason, it is recommended that
a low flow of carrier or make-up gas be maintained through an ECD at all times.

4. If your system has a TCD, gas must be flowing through both channels to
protect the filaments. Tum power to filaments off when not in use.

5. All connected equipment should comply with the relevant safety requirements.

6. Before handling the right (spring-loaded) cover of the 436-GC/456-GC) read
the IMPORTANT handling notes on page 12.

7. The use of hydrogen as a GC carrier gas is potentially dangerous. Before GC
operating read the chapter "Hydrogen as carrier gas" on page 6.
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Important Tips Regarding 400-GC Series (436-GC/456-GC) Operation

If a potentially hazardous Error is detected, such as a thermal runaway, the
436-GC/456-GC shuts down the affected component and reports the Error on
page 54 and an alert sound, on page 50 (two-tone audio signal) is heard. After
correcting the Error, normal operation is restored by switching the 436-GC/456-
GC OFF then ON again.

" Using cryogenic column oven cooling, on page 46 always leave the Injector(s) /
Detector(s) heating ON (enable) and at a temperature of at least 100 °C.
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For Instrument Warranty in German, French, Italian or Spanish please refer to the 400-GC Series User Manual CD
(CPS01414B) which is included with the GC.

HARDWARE PRODUCTS
All analytical instruments sold by Bruker are warranted to be free from defects in material and workmanship for
the periods specified and in accordance with the terms on the face of Bruker's quotation or as otherwise agreed
upon in writing between Bruker and the Customer. The warranty period begins on the date of shipment from
Bruker to the original Customer. However, where installation is paid for by the Customer or included in the
purchase price, the warranty period begins upon completion of installation. If the Customer schedules
installation to start later than 30 days after delivery or if such delay is caused through the Customers inability to
provide adequate facilities or utilities or through failure to comply with Bruker's reasonable pre-installation
instructions or through other omissions by Customer, then the warranty period starts on the 31 st day from date
of shipment. Moreover Bruker will charge the Customer for labor and other expenses involved in making
multiple or follow-up installation service calls.

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
Where software is provided within the frame of a license agreement concluded between the Customer and
Bruker, any warranty shall be strictly in accordance with the terms of such agreement.
In the absence of a license agreement and unless an alternate warranty period is agreed upon in writing
between Bruker and the Customer, the warranty period is as specified on the face of Bruker's quotation. Bruker
warrants such software products, if used with and properly installed on Bruker hardware or other hardware as
specified by Bruker to perform as described in the accompanying Operator's Manual and to be substantially free
of those defects which cause failure to execute respective programming instructions; however, Bruker does not
warrant uninterrupted or error-free operation.

REMEDIES
The sole and exclusive remedy under hardware warranty shall be repair of instrument malfunctions which in
Brukers opinion are due or traceable to defects in original materials or workmanship or, at Bruker's option,
replacement of the respective defective parts, provided that Bruker may as an aitemative elect to refund an
equitable portion of the purchase price of the instrument or accessory.
Repair or replacement under warranty does not extend the original warranty period.
Repair or replacement under warranty claims shall be made in Bruker's sole discretion either by sending a
Customer Support Representative to the site or by authorizing the Customer to return the defective accessory
or instrument to Bruker or to send it to a designated service facility. The Customer shall be responsible for loss
or damage in transit and shall prepay shipping cost. Bruker will return the accessory or instrument to the
Customer prepaid and insured. Claims for loss or damage in transit shall be filed by the Customer. To correct
software operation anomalies, Bruker will issue software revisions where such revisions exist and where, in
Bruker's opinion, this is the most efficient remedy.

LIMITATION OF WARRANTY
This warranty does not cover software supplied by the Customer, equipment and software warranted by
another manufacturer or replacement of expendable items and those of limited life, such as but not limited to:
Filters, glassware, instrument status lamps, source lamps, septa, columns, fuses, chart paper and ink,
nebulizers, flow cells, pistons, seals, fittings, valves, bumers, sample tubes, probe inserts, print heads, glass
lined tubing, pipe and tube fittings, variable temperature dewars, transfer lines, flexible discs, magnetic tape
cassettes, electron multipliers, filaments, vacuum gaskets, seats and all parts exposed to samples and mobile
phases.
This warranty shall be void in the event of accident, abuse, alteration, misuse, neglect, breakage, improper
operation or maintenance, unauthorized or improper modifications or tampering, use in an unsuitable physical
environment, use with a marginal power supply or use with other inadequate facilities or utilities. Reasonable
care must be used to avoid hazards.

This warranty Is expressly In lieu of and excludes all other express or Implied warranties, Including but
not limited to warranties of merchantability and of fitness for particular purpose, use or application and
all other obligations or lIabIllities on the part of Bruker, unless such other warranties, obligations or
lIabliftes are expressly agreed to In writing by Bruker.

LIMITATION OF REMEDIES AND LIABILITY
The remedies provided herein are the sole and exclusive remedies of the Customer. In no case will Bruker be
liable for incidental or consequential damages, loss of use, loss of production or any other loss incurred.
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For Safety Information in German, French, Italian or Spanish please refer to the 400-GC Series User Manual
CD (CP501414B) which is included with the GC.

INFORMATION
To prevent any injury to the user or any damage to the instrument it is essential that you read the
information in this chapter and the GC user manual.

If this manual is not in your native language and if you have problems understanding the text, we advise
you to contact your Bruker office for assistance. Bruker cannot accept responsibility for any damage or
injury caused by misunderstanding of the information in this manual.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
This user manual is provided to help you establish operating conditions, which will permit safe and
efficient use of your equipment.

Special considerations and precautions are described in the manual, which appear in the form of
NOTES, CAUTIONS and WARNINGS as described on the next page.

It is important that you operate your equipment in accordance with this user manual and any additional
information, which may be provided by Bruker. Address any questions regarding the safe and proper
use of your equipment to your local Bruker office.

Information to aid you in
obtaining optimal performance
from your instrument.

A
CAUTION

Alerts you to situations that may
cause moderate injury and/or
equipment damage and how to avoid
these situations.

AWARNING

Alerts you to potentially hazardous
situations that could result In
serious injury and how to avoid
these situations.

Warning Symbol
WARNING:

SHOCK HAZARD

A WARNING:f.NCHEMICAL HAZARD

BURN HAZARD
SWARNING:

EYE HAZARD

A WARNING:
FIRE HAZARD

WARNING:

EXPLOSION HAZARD

SWARNING:

RADIATION SOURCE

WARNING:MOVING PARTS

Warning Description

Hazardous voltages are present inside instrument. Disconnect from
main power before removing screw-attached panels.

Hazardous chemicals may be present. Avoid contact, especially
when replenishing reservoirs. Use proper eye and skin protection.

Very hot or cryogenically cold surfaces may be exposed. Use proper
skin protection.

Eye damage could occur either from flying particles, chemicals, or
UV radiation. Use proper eye and face protection.

The potential for fire may be present. Follow manual instructions for
safe operation.

The potential for explosion may exist because of type of gas or liquid
used.

Ionizing radiation source is present. Follow manual instructions for
safe operation.

Keep hands and fingers away.
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Hydrogen gas (H2) may be used as carrier gas, and/or as fuel for the FID, NPD
and PFPD.

When using hydrogen as the carries gas of fuel gas, be aware that hydrogen gas can
flow into the GC oven and create an explosion hazard. Therefore, be sure that the
supply Is turned off until all connections are made and ensure that the Inlet and
detector column fitdngs are either connected to a column or capped at all times when
hydrogen gas is supplied to the Instrument

Hydrogen is flammable. Leaks, when confined in an enclosed apace, may create a fire
or explosion hazard. In any application using hydrogen, leak test all connections,
lines and valves before operating the instrument Always turn off the hydrogen supply
at its source before working on the instrument

When mixed with air, hydrogen can perform explosive mixtures. Hydrogen is a
commonly used GC carrier gas. Hydrogen is potentially explosive and has
other characteristics that make it dangerous.

" Hydrogen is combustible over a wide range of concentrations. At
atmospheric pressure, hydrogen is combustible at concentrations from
4% to 74.2% by volume.

" Hydrogen has the highest burning velocity of any gas.

" Hydrogen has very low ignition energy.

" Hydrogen temperature increases as the gas expands.

" Hydrogen that is allowed to expand rapidly from high pressure can self-
ignite.

" Hydrogen burns with a nonluminous flame which can be invisible under
bright light.

All users should be aware of the mechanisms by which hydrogen can
accumulate. They should also know what precautions to take if they know, or
suspect, that hydrogen has accumulated.

A GC can be shut down deliberately. It can also be shut down accidentally by an
internal or external failure.

GC off
If a GC equipped with Electronic Flow Control (EFC) is shut off, the EFC does stop the
flow of carrier gas.

Power failure If the power fails, the GC shuts down. The carrier gas is shut down (in case of EFC).

Table 1: Hydrogen as Carier Gas during Power off
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The GC monitors inlet and auxiliary gas streams. If a stream shuts down
because it is unable to reach its flow or pressure setpoint and if that stream is
configured to use hydrogen, the GC assumes that a leak has occurred and
declares a hydrogen safety shutdown.
If a hydrogen detection system is installed and connected to the GC, an alarm
will declares also a hydrogen safaty shutdown.

The effects (see also chapter Error/Log Handling on page 54) are:

" Fault will be reported in the error-log in red.
" The red error led will turn on.
" The ready led will turn off (if on).
" The not ready led will turn on.
• The ready relay of the GC will switch off.
" Switching off all heaters and Oven fan motor.
" The Main-display will display "Error"
" The module/control causing the problem will be deactivated.
" All external events/power are set to default state identical to when the GC is

not powered.
• All Detector electronics will be turned off.
" All Injector/detector EFC units controlling Hydrogen gas will be turned off

(flow setting zero).
" Open the column oven vent door.
" If a run was already started, it will immediately be aborted.
" Instrument control will be "frozen"

To recover from this state, fix the cause of the shutdown. Turn the instrument
off, then back on.

The GC cannot always detect leaks in inlet and? or detector gas streams. For this
reason, it is vital that column fittings should always be either connected to a column,
or have a cap or plug installed. The hydrogen streams must be configured for

WARNING hydrogen so that the GC is aware of hydrogen use.
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GENERAL LABORATORY PRECAUTIONS

" Avoid leaks in the carrier gas lines. Use leak-checking equipment to
periodically check for hydrogen leaks.

" Eliminate from your laboratory as many ignition sources as possible (open
flames, devices that can spark, sources of static electricity, etc.).

• Do not allow hydrogen from a high pressure cylinder to vent directly to
atmosphere (danger of self-ignition).

• Bruker GCs are designed to be used with a hydrogen generator instead of
bottled hydrogen.

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS

" Turn off the hydrogen at its source any time you shut down the GC.

" Turn off the hydrogen at its source if a power failure occurs.
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GENERAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Follow these safety practices to ensure safe equipment operation.

" Perform periodic leak checks on all supply lines and pneumatic
plumbing.

" Do not allow gas lines to become kinked or punctured. Place lines
away from foot traffic and extreme heat or cold.

" Store organic solvents in fireproof, vented and clearly labeled
cabinets so they are easily identified as toxic and/or flammable
materials.

" Do not accumulate waste solvents. Dispose of such materials
through a regulated disposal program and not through municipal
sewage lines. Only qualified personnel shall be intended to use our
product.

" Disconnect the instrument from all power sources before removing
protective panels to avoid exposure to potentially dangerous
voltages.

" Never try to repair or replace any component that is not described
in this manual without the assistance of a Bruker service engineer.
Unauthorized repairs or modifications will result in rejection of
warranty claims.

OThis instrument has been tested per applicable requirements of EMC Directive as
required to carry the European Union CE Mark.

This instrument is designed for chromatographic analysis of
Appropriately prepared samples. It must be operated using

~ appropriate gases and/or solvents and within specified maximum
ranges for pressure, flows and temperatures as described in this
manual. If the equipment is used in a manner not specified by the

CAUTION manufacturer, the protection provided by the equipment may be
impaired.

~It is the responsibility of the Customer to inform Bruker Customer
Support Representatives if the instrument has been used for the
analysis of hazardous biological, radioactive, or toxic samples, prior to any

WARNING instrument service being performed or when an instrument is being returned to
the Service Center for repair.
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ELECTRICAL HAZARDS

• Disconnect the instrument from all power sources before removing protective panels to avoid exposure
to potentially dangerous voltages.

" When it is necessary to use a non-original power cord plug, make sure the replacement cord adheres
to the color coding and polarity described in the pre-installation requirements manual (P/N: BR501553)
all local building safety codes.

" Replace blown fuses with fuses of the size and rating situated on the fuse panel or in this manual on
page 315.

" Make sure that voltage sources and line voltage match the value for which the instrument is wired.
• Replace faulty or frayed power cords immediately with the same type and rating.

FUSES AND BATTERIES

The GC required fuses and batteries for proper operation. These must only be accessed by Bruker
trained service personnel.
Fuses; on page 360.

Mainboard Battery;

S desigon Betlel y rat hA ndtype
BT1 501 3-Volt lithium-manganese battery, CR2032, FDK

America Inc, Varta, Panasonic or other

COMPRESSED GAS CYLINDERS

" Store and handle compressed gases carefully and in strict adherence to safety codes.
" Secure cylinders to an immovable structure or wall.
" Store and move cylinders in an upright, vertical position. Before transport, remove regulators

and install cylinder cap.
" Store cylinders in a well-ventilated area away from heat, direct sunshine, freezing temperatures

and ignition sources.
" Mark cylinders clearly so there is no doubt as to their contents.
" Use only approved regulators and connections.
" Use only connector tubing that is chromatographically clean (Bruker Part Number 391832600) and has

a pressure rating significantly greater than the highest outlet pressure from the regulator.

GC SAFETY PRACTICES
Exhaust System

No special exhaust ducting is necessary for GC detectors installed in a well-ventilated room except
when the detectors are used to test hazardous chemicals. If you do install ducting:
" Use only fireproof ducting.
" Install a blower at the duct outlet.
" Secure air duct intakes such that their vibration or air movement does not affect detector operation.
" Check periodically for proper operation of the duct.
* Ensure proper ventilation in lab area.
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Radioactive Source Detectors

Read carefully and comply with all NOTES, CAUTIONS and WARNINGS in the Ni63 ECD section on
page 242 of this manual.
Perform the tests for removable radioactive contamination described in the Ni6 ECD radiation manual.
Comply with leak test schedules and procedures. The radioactive source ECD may be disposed of
normal refuse

Electrostatic discharge Is a threat to GC electronics

The printed circuit (PC) boards in the GC can be damaged by electrostatic discharge. Do not
touch any of the boards unless it is absolutely necessary. If you must handle them, wear a
grounded wrist strap and take other antistatic precautions. Wear a grounded wnst strap any time
you must remove the GC cover(s).

Many parts are dangerously hot

Many parts of the GC operate at temperatures high or low (cryogenically cooled zones) enough
to cause serious bums. These parts include but are not limited to:

" The injectors
" The oven and its contents
" The detectors
" The column nuts attaching the column to an inlet or detector
" The valve box

You should always cool these areas of the GC to room temperature before working on them.
They will cool faster if you first set the temperature of the heated zone to room temperature. Turn
the heated-zone off after it has reached the setpoint.
If you must perform maintenance on hot parts, use a wrench and wear thermally protective
gloves. Whenever possible, cool the part of the instrument that you will be maintaining before
you begin working on it.

Be careful when working behind the instrument During cool-down cycles, the GC emits hot
exhaust which can cause bums.

The Insulation around the injectors, detectors, valve box, and other
possible heaters are made of refractory ceramic fibers. To avoid Inhaling
fiber particles, we recommend the following safety procedures: ventilate

WARNING your work area; wear long sleeves, gloves, safety glasses, and a
disposable dust/mist respirator; dispose of insulation in a sealed plastic
beg; wash your hands with mild soap and cold water after handling the
insulation.

Oven thermal leaks

Objects passing through the oven door seal can cause thermal leaks which
create hazardous hot spots which cause bums and melt equipment

WARNING Do not allow wiring or temperature probes to pass through the oven door jam.
Bruker recommends using one of the access holes.
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AMPLER{ Ce..mI Delete. o rewrite? Is wpwluution
needed now Oha cover is not sprin Wedge

0&
The right side cover of the 436-GC and 456-GC-GC is spring-loaded.
Handling this cover, in case of NO autosampler, must be done with the
necessary care! Follow the procedure in this chapterl

Opening cover

1. Check if there is enough free space above the cover before opening (about 40 cm).

2. Loosen the 2 spring-screws while holding the right-cover with one hand.

3. Guided the cover to the upper position.

Closing cover

1. Guided the cover to the lower position.

2. Holding the cover down with one hand, tighten both spring-screws.
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AMPLERL - D inI

The right side cover of the 436-GC and 456.GC-GC Is spring-loaded.
Handling this cover, with autosampler, must be done with the necessary caret Follow
the procedure in this chapter!

.•5 •AutSmpler I

Opening cover

1. Check if there is enough free space above the
cover before opening (about 80 cm).

2. Remove the AutoSampler Tray.

3. Loosen the 2 spring-screws.

4. Guided the cover (with both hands) to the upper
position.

Closing cover

1. Guided the cover (with both hands) to the lower position.

2. Holding the cover down with one hand, tighten both spring-screws.

3. Place the AutoSampler Tray back.
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SPARE PARTS AVAILABILITY
It is the policy of Bruker to provide operational spare parts for any instrument and
major accessory for a period of five (5) years after shipment of the final production
run of thet instrument. Spare parts will be available after this seven (7) year period
but on an as available basis. Operational spare parts are defined as those
individual electrical or mechanical parts that are susceptible to failure during their
normal operation. Examples include relays, lamps, temperature probes, detector
elements, motors, etc. Sheet metal parts, structural members or assemblies and
castings, printed circuit boards and functional modules are normally capable of
being rebuilt to like-new condition throughout their useful life and therefore will be
supplied only on an as available basis after the final production run of the
instrument

SERVICE
AVAILABILITY
Bruker provides a variety of
services to support its customers
after warranty expiration. Repair
service can be provided by
attractively priced service
contracts or on a time and
material basis. Technical
support and training can be
provided by qualified personnel
on both a contractual or as-
needed basis.

Bruker Analytical Instruments Sales Offices
For Sales or Service assistance and to order Parts and Supplies, contact your
local Bruker office. For the latest information visit www.bruker.com
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"OWM'VSTAOM

Bruker products must only be used in the manner described in the Bruker
product user manuals. Any other use may result in damage to the product or
personal injury.
Bruker is not responsible for any damages caused, in whole or in part, by
improper use of the products, unauthorized alterations, adjustments or
modifications to the products, failure to comply with procedures in Bruker
products user manuals, or use of the products in violation of applicable laws,
rules or regulations.
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GUIDE TO THE 400-GC SERIES (436-GC1456-GC) USER
MANUAL

The purpose of this User Manual is to provide instructions for the safe operation of the Bruker
400-GC Series (436-GC/456-GC) (Gas Chromatograph). The software program "GC Portal"
can be used to remotely control the 400-GC Series (436-GCI466-GC).

Firmware Version

This manual is based on firmware version 5.06 or higher of the 400-GC Series (436-GC/456-
GC)

Abbreviations

The following abbreviations may appear in this Manual:

AC alternating current
DC direct current

ECD Electron Capture Detector
EFC Electronic Flow Control
FID Flame Ionization Detector
PFPD Pulsed Flame Photometric Detector
TCD Thermal Conductivity Detector
NPD Nitrogen Phosphorus Detector

GC Gas Chromatograph
GCIMS Gas Chromatograph/Mass Spectrometer

ID Inner Diameter
OD Outer Diameter

PIN: Part Number

LUI Local User Interface
kPa Kilo Pascal gauge
Psi Pounds per square inch gauge
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For installation refer to the 436-GC / 456-GC Installation Manual
(BR501553) which is present on the CD "400-GC Series Manuals"
(CP501414B) supplied with the instrument

The procedures outlined in the Installation Manual are to be implemented
by trained Bruker Service personnel and representatives only and are not
intended for Customer use!
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The 436-GC/456-GC Touch Screen is an integrated user interface designed for maximum ease
of learning and ease of use. This section describes the display layout and functions.

The 436-GC/456-GC control is carried out with a touch screen. Touching the display (with
Stylus-Pen or Finger) simplifies the operation of the 436-GC/456-GC.

This manual is based on firmware version 5.06 or higher.
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STATUS INDICATION LEDS 436-GC1456-GC

The GC status indication LEDs are situated in the upper right comer of the display. The LEDs
will make it possible to monitor the GC status from a distance.

Overview Analytical Phases

Run - Hardware Not Ready

Table 1: Status Indication 436-GCI456-GC LEDs

'Equilibration' will be visible on the display, when a value of one of the parameters is not reached. The status can be

checked in the 'STATUS* screen. A yellow 0 dot on one of the items meaning this specific item is "Not Ready". Touching
this item will result in opening the specific window. The GC will show 'Equilibration' when the column oven is switched Off.

2 The 'Stabilization* value set for the column in the Setup/Oven will determine the time interval to get the Oven temperature

'Ready* after the end of the oven cooling of a temperature programmed run.
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Error LED

Refer to error description on page 54

Event

Error

Table 2: 436-GC/456-GC Error LED

MOST USED FUNCTIONS

The pushbuttons allow direct access to the most used GC functions.

O Main ooeration paae, on page 27.

, Status Instrument Page, on page 22.

SVersion information, on page 23 will show detailed firmware version information

0 Start/Stop GC Run

, Pause (Pause automation if GC is running in local-automation mode, otherwise,
pause is ignored)
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Status page

*Allows the user to view the current status of the various components of the 436-GC/456-
GC.
The status page provides an overview of the GC component status, divided into the positions
front, middle and rear.

All components visible are hyperlinked. Touching the display (with Stylus-Pen or Finger)
in the area where more information/control is needed, the desired page will be shown.

Ingrmmit Extemnl VO SWPM~

Instrument Equlibrabng 0 Cokumn Oven Ready

iF F.. 0 SISL Ready

0 EFC21 Ready

0 FID Ready

0 EFC11 Ready

0 FID Ready

0 EFC11 NotReady

(JP M" 0 S/SL

0 EFC2n
Ready

Ready

611 -

IjL60

The colored dots indicate the status of the component:

1. The I green dot indicates the component is Ready.
2. The 0 yellow dot indicates the component is Not Ready.
3. The 0 empty dot indicates the component is switched off.
4. The 0 red dot indicates the component is in ERROR.
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Version Information

Ah
The pushbutton W will open the Version Information screen. This screen will give information
about the Software Versions used in the 436-GC/456-GC. The About 4xxGC tab shows the
Hostname and IP- and MAC address.
The Details tab gives detailed firmware information about Hardware (main- and display board)
Injector and detector EFCs, and AutoSampler (if present). Please note, the information shown
in the pictures below are GC-firmware related and not always shown correctly.

BiAl 4W4Cl lU

Software Version: 3.10

HosInarne: GC_203_2 (IP 10190.65,203)

Mac Address: 00eO:4b: 16:8c10

Software Version 3.10

GC Application: 23848
LUl.Application: 23848

Ok

Abot438.GCJ h
Hardwor.
Mainboard: 85535
MaM68rd SeeiarN -1
LU-boxvd 2
LLUboard Sene•ir 100000

Firnwiers:

LU ControWe 1.8
co reofroler 1,13

VO Ereender 1.3
Opoon Board Cortroler 117
o00on Board Seraene 400022

Inieor EFCs
Sofmware Version

Front 1,35
10du 5e.0
Rea. 0.0

Serial number
Front 10754
Mode. -1
Rear -1

Detedor EFCs.
Sof••wre Version

From 135
ifPr6e: 0.0

Reo 0.0

Sanea number
Front 11152
MPde -1
Rear -1

Au4tsampler.
Clo ii~w 00
CPS4onTSI 00
CP84onOTS 0 0
CP84,xTrey 0 0
CP84xTooerr 0.0
CPSaInSyinge: 0.0
CPS4XrPtnger 0.0

GC Applicaon brld into
User- Wobulder
P eddress 101906514
Mac address: 00:17 31:e2:a.4e
Timestamp: 03-06-2009 12 16

LU Alppication bul into:
User autobuilder
IP address 10.19056514
Mac address 00:17:31 e2:da4e
Timresierp 03-06-2009 12.16

I

Ok 11
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ADVANCED FUNCTIONS

Throughout the display, direct access is possible to advanced GC functions.

Samole delivery section of the Sampler
(and VLV-table), on page 28.

.. i,, o screen, on page 28.

e Pressure and Flow screen, on page 30.

Oven Screen, on page 32.

• Detector screen, on page 35.

Setup/Calibration screen, on page 37.

Add line, adds a new line at the end of
E~ he table.

Insert line, adds a new line before the
selected line.
Delete line, deletes the selected line in

Sthe table. When a line is deleted, then
the table reformats to move the
succeeding rows up.

SDelete Table, clear all entries in the
table except for the initial line.

EJ Tab

E Backspace

D Enter

0®®E]
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DISPLAY

The display is an LCD screen in combination with a touch screen.
By touching the display (Stylus-Pen or finger) it is possible to control the GC.OThe use of the Stylus-Pen is advised as it is more accurate and will keep the

display free of fingerprints. The Stylus-Pen is located at the bottom right side
of the displa on page 19.

The display is divided into four sections:

End
12 Oven 150.6 -c

0.00

Status Not Ready Ca Signals

O Vial I FD 0.000 mv
11111 None 0.000 mV

* Run 2 i 20 Rea None 0.000 mV

T Log0

(( Title Bar, on page 25.

(( Main Operation screen, on
page 27

(( Button Bar, in principle all buttons
related to the active page will be visible in
this bar.

<( Message Bar, messages related to
the active page or component will be
displayed.
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Title Bar

This bar is always visible with identical information, only the page name will change.

Name of the active screen

Active Method Name

GC actual run time

GC total run time

26.33

Automation IndicatorU
GC under remote control

GC under local automation
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Main Operation screen

The main operation screen W shows the operation status, in which the most important
parameters are visible.

Run indicator, fills with blue when
runtime is increasing. Touching the Oven information, actual
indicator will reverse ft indicator. oven temperature and Oven
During stabilization, the indicator ramping graphic is visible
will be yellow and an hourglass will
be visible.

g2 Oven 150.6 °c

0.00

Not Ready

i 1

in 2 i 20

0 Signals

Front FID 0.000 mY

None 0. 000 mV

t None 0 000 mV

Local Automation,
run 2 of 20 is busy

-Sampler Idonfnaton,
indicating run sample

Status information, GC status
identical as the status of the
indication LEDs

Detector information, detector
type and actual detector signal.

Go to GC Log

Needs oper'ator attention

on page 54

Go to Methods page,
method ooen. save oase

on page 33
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Sample Delivery Screen

Sample Delivery method parameters are accessible via the SampleDelivery key a on the
436-GC/456-GC display. The Sample Delivery section can consist of multiple tabs, CP-
8400/CP-841 0 AutoSampler, if present, and Valve Table.

The CP-84001CP-8410 section has multiple pages representing the most frequently used
parameters. However, predefined modes of operation limit the need to access all parameters.
See Sample Delivery Parameters on page 75 for more information.

Preparaton Vial - Stre Court 0 •
Current:Vial - PrepAhead Time Left 0.00 min

S riinge Size 10 pL

Injection Mode INeat
Sample Penetration Depth 90 %
Solvent Penetration Depth 90 %

Clean Mode

Number of Pre-Injection Solvent Clean Flushes 3
Number of Post-Injection Solvent Clean FRusl 1
Number of Pre-Injecion Sample Clean Rushes 0
Clean Solvent Source Vial

Page1 Page2

Log

The Valve Table screen gives timed control over the valves (defined in Setup/Sample
Delivery).O AU valves are connected (hardware) to connector J503/J504 External events, or to the

Option board connector J301/J302. More information can be found in the Installation
Manual.

The position of the valve is indicated by its energized (+) or de-energized (-) state.
Only the " (on page 44) valves are visible.

1000SAMPLEDELIVER,' 1J.F7H-,, 0010 1, 00

CF-411 Valve Table 1
VaNe + State

I Front Split Velve On (split) 6 Rear Split Valme Off (lAeen)
2 Middle Split Vale Off (sless) 10 Rear Split Valie Off (siless)

5 LUq. Sarnpl Vaoes Fill

rime 1 2 5 6 10
FSV MSV LSV RSV RSV

> nitial F T F T F
* o.30 F T F F F
* 130 F F F F F
-200 F F F F F

Injector Screen

I
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The INJECTOR I. screen allows you to modify the Injector parameters and view the status
of individual Injectors. If more than one Injector is installed, pressing the corresponding tab will
guide you to other Injector page.

INJECTCR MFTI-Irý[) 000 1ý,00

Set 220 c Actual 220 Tc
I

Split 1:30 0

Enable W Time

> Initial
> 0.00
* 0.70

Spit State

I-
W

Split Ratio
30
Off
30

Step Temp.
(c)

Initial 220

Rate Hold
('C/tln) (rnin)

10.00

Total 10.00 mn

_ J& Log

The above example is for an S/SL Injector. Further details for programming Injectors can be
found in Iniector screen on page 59 of this manual.
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Pressure and Flow screen

EFC (Electronic Flow Control) method parameters and status are accessible via the

FLOW/PRESSURE - key on the 436-GC/456-GC display. If more than one EFC module is
installed, pressing the corresponding tab will guide you to specific EFC page.

Detector EFCs are displayed on their respective Detector screens.

0 EFC21 EF2 ITI

Column Pressure 10.0 pa Colunn Row 1.6 mL.nin 0

Linear Velocity 43A cm/s Total Flow 40A mUmin

Split 1:20

Enable r Time Split Stat Split Ratio

Pressgo" Mods 'I 20

stop Pros. Ret. Hold
(PSI) (psikitn) (ntn)

Wal 10.000 --- 1 00

Total I00 W mi

I Log

EFC modules are identified by type (EFC21 in this example) and location (front 0, middle •,
rear 6P ) to coincide with the sample delivery or injection device with which they are associated.
Type EFC21 is used with the SISL or PTV. The above screen is a typical EFC program in
which the column temperature is ramped.

Four types of Injector EFC modules exist and each type is associated with a specific GC
Injector system.
The Setup menu identifies each EFC type and its associated Injector system by location.
Errorl Reference source not found. on page 31 describes each EFC type with Injector used.

EFC21 setup calibration (SISL and PTV Injectors) also contains a Septum Purge Calibration
button and Splitless Vent Flow.

Septum Purge Calibration involves measuring a flow rate at a set pressure3 and entering those
values into the system to correctly calculate the settings for split and column flow. The Splitless
Vent Flow provides a vent purge for runs in which the split valve remains closed for the duration
of the run. It should be set to at least 20 mL/min.

3 If Constant flow and Pressure Pulse is used, the pressure value of the Pressure Pulse must be set here.
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Table 3: Injector EFC Modules

S I S L E F C 2 1 , - I, u I, I-Iu , , , . •=O - ,It , , L ,fI W W ,U , U u ,I ,U CO .L ^ V I , O C U I Cregulator with pressure gauge.
PTV EFC21 Manual pneumatics - inlet flow controller/back pressureregulator with pressure gauge.

PWOC Injector EFC23 Manual digital flow controller with pressure gauge

PWOC Injector EFC24 Manual pressure regulator with gauge.

FLASH Injector EFC23 Manual digital flow controller with pressure gauge
FLASH Injector EFC24 Manual pressure regulator with gauge.
Gas or Liquid Sampling Valves EFC24 Manual pressure regulator with gauge.
Purge and Trap with either SISL EFC25 Manual pneumatics - inlet flow controller/ backpressure
or PTV regulator with pressure gauge.
Headspace with either S/SL or EFC25 Manual pneumatics - inlet flow controller/back pressure
PTV regulator with pressure gauge.
COC Injector (SPI) EFC23 Manual digital flow controller with pressure gauge
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Oven Screen

The OVEN screen U allows you to establish the column oven temperature, build a
temperature program, or view the column oven status.
The status field for the OVEN indicates the programmed set temperature, the actual measured
temperature and whether the column oven is ready, not ready, or in error, each indicated by a
colored dot.

Similar to other programming tables, the initial or isothermal line will always appear on the first
line of the table. You can then build a temperature program by adding new lines. Below is a
column oven program with an initial temperature, initial hold time, programmed ramp, and final
hold. The ranges of the Column Oven temperature are dynamic depending on injectors,
detectors, columns, and cryo options.
Stabilization time is the period the column oven will equilibrate before allowing the column oven
to go READY. It will count down (visible in the Main Operation screen) from the set value to
0.00 min when the stabilization period is over. The Oven Power checkbox is used to tum the
column oven heater and fan ON or OFF.
The End Stabilization button is used to bypass the remainder of the stabilization time.

Set 80.0 "c Actual 800 c C

Enable F
Stabilizaton Time 0 00 rain

Step Temperature Rate Hold
"C "Cf/in mirn

rInital 50.0 ..- 1000
1 100.0 200 1500

Total 27 50 mm

End Stblization
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Methods Screen

Using the method screen, it is possible to load, save, save as, create (new), and delete
methods.
During first (after factory) startup, a Default Method will be loaded and all heated zones will be
set to 50 0C.

The top line of the screen identifies the method that is currently active, the current run time, the
end time of the active method, and whether the GC is under local or remote control.

The *" beside the method name is an indication that the present method parameters are
different than the ones in the saved method (example: initial oven temperature has been
changed manually).
Saving the method under the same or other name will remove the ".

The *" will also appear when the loaded method parameters are in conflict with the setup
parameters. Example: the maximum column temperature in the setup screen is changed (other
column used); if a method is loaded, the system will detect the difference in maximum column
temperature and the '- will appear. Saving the method again will remove the -. The method
will be automatically adjusted to the present setup parameters.

Name

Default Method
FID SIGNAL CABLE SENS
FID SIGNAL CABLE off
Galaxde 450-GC Method
Gateme 450-GC Method45

Last Saved at
14/11/200902 58 18 -.
02/00/2008 01 03 00
10/0012008 03.04:00
17/11/2009 02:33:44
16/1112009 03:3421

STANDBY 04/12/2009 23 40:53
Standby Method 04/03/2009 01 01:57j

Active method METHOD
Last Saved at 04/12/2009 23:40:24

Standby Method STANDBY

SutLo

Touching the Method name in the Title Bar will switch to the Method screen.
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Standby Method

The Standby method can be used to save energy during the time that the GC is idle. It is
possible to set temperature and gas flow settings to save energy.
In the Setup oven tab described on page 46, the Standby Timeout time can be set.
If the 436-GC/456-GC is idle for more than the Standby Timeout time, the Standby method will
be loaded.
A value of 0 minutes in Standby Timeout will disable the Standby Method.

Pushing the F-IOr-.St-- button (not available during a run) the Standby method will be loaded.
The present system state will be saved before the Standby method is loaded. If the

= ibutton of the Operation screen is pushed, the system state will be restored again.

During the Standby method, some screens are not accessible

In the upr left comer of the Operation screen, two icons ý and

are flashing during the Standby method state.

When the Standby Method Is loaded due to elapse of the Standby Timeout, the
temperature, flow, pressure, and event programs are not running, but will stay in their
initial step as long as the Standby Method Is active
if no Standby Method is present at startup, a Standby Method will be created which is a
copy of the Default Method.

Any available method can be selected to serve as Standby Method.

A Standby method can and may be used as a regular method (example: In Local
Automation).
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Detector Screen

The DETECTOR U screen allows you to modify the detector method parameters and view
the status of individual detectors. If more than one detector is installed, pressing the
corresponding tab will guide you to other detector screens. The Analog Output tab will be
displayed if the option is installed. The Analog Output option is described on page 207.

PFDFID ' Roa AIlgOqu

50.0 *C Signal 8 V iiActual

Enable

Eectronics
Temperatue
Flameout Threshold

P
50.0 *C

300 pv

Time Range Autoz.
> Initial 12-1 W

Time Constarn i EFC1 1 Enable

Make-up He

Cornbusfion H2

Combustion Air

P/ 0
Set Actual
25.0 25.0 urnrwn

300 30.0 mumin

300.0 300.0 mLrrvn

ignite j Clear Autoz. Autozero

.Log

The above example is for an FID detector. Further details for programming detectors can be
found in the detector screen on page 206 of this manual.

Six types of detector EFC modules exist and each type is associated with a specific GC
detector system.

Table 4, on page 36 describes each EFC type with the used detector.
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FID
(Flame Ionization Detector)

Type EFC1 I
Hydrogen: Valve 0-50 mL/min
Make-up: Valve 0-55 mL/min
Air: Valve 0-550 mL/min
Hydrogen:

NPD Type EFC12 Flow controller 0-6 mL/min
(Nitgen Phosphorus Detector) Make-up: Valve 0-55 mL/min

Air: Valve 0-200 mL/min
ECD Type EFC13 Make-up: Valve 0-60 mL/min
(Electron Capture Detector)

Make-up: TCD Make-up

TCD EFC14:0 - 60 mL/min (2x)

(Thermal Conductivity Detector) Type EFC14/16 Reference: TCD Reference
EFC16: makeup: 0- 60 mUmin

Ref. 0 - 55 mLimin
Hydrogen:

Flow controller 0-33 mL/min
PFPD Type EFC15 Air 1:
(Pulsed Flame Photometric Detector) Flow controller 0-33 mUmin

Air 2:
Flow controller 0-55 mL/min

Table 4: Detector EFC Modules
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SetuplCallbratlonlPref. rences

The Instrument SETUP X key allows access to the instrument configuration screens for the
purpose of viewing or modifying the 436-GCi456-GC configuration, it also allows calibrating
parts of the GC hardware.

The 436.GC/456-GC has already been configured at the factory and requires only minor
input from the user.

Access to SETUP screen is only possible ift.
* GC in not in run state

No error(s) are present (in case of an error, go to error lo on page 54 and "reset
error" before continuing.

Press the SETUP V key and select: Setuo or Caibaion or Preferences

Calibration

The Calibration page will appear:

Septum Pug Calilst

KidI, SSL EFC21

Disply

Touch Screen Calibrate

Smpler

Samnpler Caibrate Replace /Chock Soingsj

The next calibration possibilities appear:

" Septum Purge Calibration of the Injectors: S/SL on page 105 and PTV on page 123.

• Display touch screen calibration on page 52.

" Sampler Calibrate on page 66 and Replace/Check Syringe on page 71.
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P reference*

In this page it Is possible to set General parameters.

General:
" Set Language, English (default).
" Pressure display Units, psi (default), kPa, and bar.
" Temperature display Units, °C (default) and *F.
" Date Format, default MMDDYYYY (default), DDMMYYYY, DDMMYY, and MMDDYY.
" Backlight intensity.

mIlmostlnl~l]Im

Set Language English J
Pressure Display Units psi

Temperature Display Units C

Date Format DDMMYYYY

Bacidight Intensity

Ok Cancel
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Setup

At the time of installation, the SETUP X screen is normally accessed by the user to
check/update the local time and date information, update column parameters, or verify the
instrument configuration. If the instrument configuration is changed, such as when
adding a field upgrade kit, the involved relevant instrument SETUP screen mDI be updated.

Oaet-r A neto Au I
Configuration " SernpWiotemy Ove I

Type Zone
Injector 1i Front I

Ml Mdde JNon e-
61 Rear None

InjectorOption iJ Front I~n
6P Middle lNone . [Z~
61 Rear lNone

Type Zone
Oven F Front 1Large Valve Oven * 3

1 Middle INone e
~Rear None

=1ft

Pagel IPage21 Page31 OK I canmel I

I Log

More details concerning the Setup Tabs just click on the links below:

Configuration Tab on page 40,

Oven Tab on page 46,

Detector Tab on page 48,

Aux EFC Tabon page 51,

Sample Delivery Tab on page 42,

Column Tab on page 47,

Injector Tab on page 49,

System Tab on page 50
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Configuration Tab

In the Configuration Tab it is possible to set the type of injector, Injector options and Oven (for
valve(s)), in relation with each of the heated zones (their physical location) of the 436-GC/456-
GC.

The Column oven always occupies 1 heated zone (zone 7: it does not appear in this screen).
The other available heated zones are numbered 1 through 6 and can be occupied by 1 of the
following devices: S/SL Injector, PTV Injector, PVWOC Injector, FLASH Injector, COC Injector,
SPT, FID, TCD, ECD, NPD, PFPD, large valve oven, small valve oven, mini splitter, nickel TCD
or methanizer. SPT is allowed only in zone 3. Dual TCD uses 1 heated zone for 2 detectors.

The location typically refers to whether the device is installed in the front, middle, or rear
position on the top of the 436-GC/456-GC. For detectors, the location also refers to the relative
positions of the detector electrometers installed on the main electronics board. By default,
zones 1, 2 and 3 are identified as front, middle and rear and zones 4, 5 and 6 are identified as
front, middle and rear.
Zones 1, 2 and 3 are normally used for Injectors and zones 4, 5, and 6 are used for detectors.

D~eb" isi
C.4i.er "¶ 5@D-.W~eY

AuK EFC Sym-

04 1 cokm

lntor l Front I[I
fi Middle gone
C Rear

Inui toOption di Front Nore

Eq Middle o
eq Rear on

Typ
Oven dF Front ýerg

&i Fiddle o
611 Rear~ on

Pagel I Page 2 1 -Page 31

Zone

Zone
Valve Oven I

.... ... og

In the Oven section it is possible to select a heated zone (Aux heater) with user-defined
properties. See Oven-tab on page 46 for more.

I ý/' SETUP ý,ETH.05 0.00 1,2100 1.

Type
Detwector IJ Front TCD

i Middle TCD

1 Rear FID

Detc= Oplion IF Front JNone

Middle JNone
Rear INone

MS

Model .

POP, LLJP" I

AWI
Zone

Ok acaMIe

7L"9
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I ~ ~ ~ ~ -NSE~TT 111

Extemul Devec

Enable fl Ready-In Closed Contact r

Description External device Edit

HDS Alum
Enabl f Alarm Mode Closed -j

O IcancelPaiIP8901ae2 Page3

I Log

External Device

If an external device is connected that needs to be ready prior to the GC start, the GC state
(ready, not ready) can include the state of the external device.

When the external device state is included a selection must be made if the Ready-In (connector
J305) of the GC is normally closed or normally open.

Normally Closed contact (N.C.) /

Normally Open contact (N.O.) v/

Exclude ext. device - Grayed out

HDS Alarm

Hydrogen Detection Safety (HDS) can be enabled and type of alarm mode can be *closed' or
.open-.
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Sample Delivery Tab

This tab has Setup parameters for an AutoSampler, if installed (Page 1) and V.3Mng (Page 2).
Before calibration/operation of the sampler it is advised to check the parameters on this screen.

SETUP~*S NI O)00 a-

Defetor I oct
crAewaeee SampletDel~vey

Wger Stroke Warring Limit 10000
keseellar"Mus

Buzer at Start of Cycle
Vial Dtect r"

Setup CPZ840
Sampler Injection Position

Front Injection Depth 90 %
Rear Injection Depth 90 %

Syringe Size

Speed
Speed

10 W1i

30 cm

30 crds

Fa- - g 1 Pagen2_ -2ýý Cancel I

I •LogQ

The following AutoSampler parameters are visible:

Miscellaneous screen

Buzzer at Strt of Cycle - A sound will be generated to wam of impending tower movements
when this parameter is checked. The default value is checked.

Vial Detect- Checked will cause the CP-8400/CP-8410 to halt and generate an error if a
missing vial is encountered. Unchecked will cause the AutoSampler I Autolnjector to ignore a
missing vial and continue until it finds a vial within the specified range. The default value is
unchecked.

Plunger Stroke Warning Limit (1-100,000) - This parameter defines the expected number of
strokes the plunger is expected to survive without significant degradation. Once the entered
value is exceeded, a message will be displayed in the error log screen indicating the plunger
counter has exceeded the set value.
The default number of strokes is 10,000.

Setup (CP-8400)

Sampler Injection Position (Both/FrontiRear)
The CP-8400/CP-8410 is mounted in either the front or rear position. The sampler position
determines which of the 2 Injectors are reachable by the sampler.

Front Front

Middle

Rear Middle

Rear

Table a: Sampler/injector position
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Sampler in Front position Sampler In Rear position

In case the sampler is mounted in the front position it can inject in the front and middle Injector.
If the sampler is mounted in the rear position, it can inject in the middle and rear Injector. In the
sample delivery page of Setup, the front sampler Injection position is the first Injector (clockwise
rotation of the sampler) the sampler is able to reach. The rear sampler Injection position is the
second Injector the sampler is able to reach.

If one Injector is installed, make certain to specify the correct Injector. An incorrect setting may
cause the CP-8400/CP-8410 to inject into the top cover resulting in damage to the syringe and
the top cover. Select both setting if you have two Injectors that you wish to use with the
sampler. Note that selecting the both allows the sampler to use two Injector volumes when
dual/duplicate mode is used. If you configure a single Injector, you will see a single injection
volume in the automation tables.

Syringe Size (1 [&L, 21tL, 5 !iL, 10 IAL, 50 IAL, 100 1IL and 250 1IL). (Note that this field is not
visible when the AutoSampler is in the SPME mode). Enter the syringe volume you will install
and use with your CP-8400/CP-8410. The 436-GC/456-GC will use this value to set the correct
entry selections and any needed internal settings to correctly use the indicated syringe size.
If you are simply changing a syringe with a different volume syringe, you can press "OK" and
Exit at this point to accept the new syringe size.

Front/Rear Injection Depth (0-100 %). The Injector Needle Depth parameters define how far
into the designated Injector the needle will penetrate. 100% causes the needle to be completely
inserted to its 2-inch length. The valid range is settable in 1% steps. The default is 90%.

Front/Rear Speed (0-100 cm/s) The Injector Injection Speed parameters define the rate at
which the needle will penetrate the Injector septum and descend to the set Injector Needle
Depth. The valid range is settable in 1 cm/s. The default is 30 cm/s.
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Valve Type Selection

This screen configures the eight standard external events, available on the 436-GC/456-GC
that are typically used to control the S/SL and PTV split valve with manual pneumatics (non-
EFC) or actuators for sampling or switching valves.

Each valve is identified in SETUP by a name that indicates its application.
When a name is chosen this also defines the default states (Abbreviation, - De-Energized and
+ Energized) of the valve.

The Option board has eight optional external events available and will be numbered from 9 to
16.
Only valves that are enabled are shown in the method pages.

Deeco Ineco Aa #Usst
£eij-ati Sample Dellivery we I l1m

VaW Type Selection

Configured Valve Type Selection AbbaWtieon - DoeEnorgized + Energized
I P Inj + Bfl to Vent - IBV Fill + Bfl Inject
2 r Methanizer Bypass MB Series Bypass
3 r Mid Split Valve MSV On (split) Off (split)
4 r Gas Sample Valve - GSV Fill Inject
5 r Liq. Sample Valve , LSV Fill Inject
a F Sample Preconc. Trap SPT Desorb Trap
7 r Rear Split Valve RSV On (split) Off (split)
8 [] Alternate Injection Al Column l Columr2
9 r"

10 F
11 r . -

pao 1 1 Page 2 Cancel

ILog
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In Table 22 the complete set of valve names and associated states that are available for
programming are shown.

i-romn bpin valve fv IUN (split) ut-i- (sess)
Middle Split Valve MSV ON (split) OFF (s/less)
Rear Split Valve RSV ON (spilt) OFF (s/less)

Gas Sampling Valve GSV Fill Inject
Liquid Sampling Valve LSV Fill Inject

Sample S OFF ON

Internal Standard IS OFF ON
Surrogate Standard SS OFF ON
Series Bypass SB Series Bypass

Backfiush to Detector BD Forward Backflush
Backtlush to Vent BV Forward Backflush

Column Selection CS Column I Column 2
Injection + Backflush to Detector IBD Fill + Backflush Inject

Injection + Backflush to Vent IBV Fill + Backflush Inject
Alternate Injection Al Column I Column 2
Simultaneous Injection SI Fill Inject
Methanizer Bypass MB Series Bypass
Sample Preconcentration Trap SPT SPT Desorb SPT Trap
External Event A EA OFF ON

External Event B EB OFF ON
External Event C EC OFF ON

External Event D ED OFF ON
External Event E EE OFF ON

External Event F EF OFF ON
External Event G EG OFF ON

External Event H EH OFF ON
External Event I El OFF ON
External Event J EJ OFF ON
Power Fail Option Solenoid PFOS OFF ON
Quick Switch Valve QSV OFF ON

Table 8: Valve Type Names
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Oven Tab

The default temperature limit of the column oven is set to 450 *C. If the column limit is set lower
than 450 °C the oven limit is set accordingly, the column with the lowest column temperature
limit Is used as maximum temperature limit, but can be set to a lower value.

If the 436-GCI456-GC is idle for more than the Standby Timeout time the Standby method on
page 34 will be activated, see operation screen.

A value of 0 minutes in Standby Timeout will disable the Standby Method.

Coolant type can be LN2 or LCO 2.

Always leave the Injector(s) / Detector(s) heating ON (enable) and at a temperature of at
least 100 °C when using cryogenic column oven coolingl

SETP M

c~1Xbfl SMaonOven Cainn

Columnoun

Temperature Limut - c
Cool"w Type

General

Standby rTmeout 000 mm

I FNon Aux Heater

Temperature Limit N Jc Kp 16
Reeay Band 4 Tc Ki 3

Kd 20

Descripbon ALx Heater Edit

Ok • Cance~l

Rag: 2 - 45 qDefault450 CLo

The user can define the Aux-Heater parameters in the oven tab:
Temp limit, Ready band, Kp (proportional gain for PID control), Ki (integral term for PID
control), Kd (differential term for PID control) and the description.
Changing the PID-parameters (Kp, Ki and Kd) are not intended for customer use; contact a
trained Bruker service personnel.
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Column Tab

Column parameters such as packed column, column length, internal diameter and choice of
carrier gas are used for the flow calculations of EFC.

The column limit temperature(s) have a direct relation with the maximum oven temperature. If
set to 350 °C the oven temperature limit will be also 350 *C.

The column with the lowest column temperature limit is used as maximum temperature limit.
Carrier gas is configured by carrier gas selected for the corresponding Injector.

In case of a packed column the parameters column length and internal diameter are not used.
It is possible to select a column from a built-in library. All settings of the selected column will be
filled in automatically.

Dotoctor Inisdor

CoKilluratim SampleDwivvy Column

0 Front

Configured
Name
Type

Camer

Pr
BR88456

WCOT J
N.

Edit
Limit 330 *c
Lengtth 30.0 m
ID 320 orm

Edit

" Seectfromlibra y

Specification BR-Cl pesticides Si

Page1 1 Page2 Page3

ILog

*(I)
Nf the column type is set to PLOT, the plot column is automatically protected against
pressure variations. The column pressure will be do/Increased slowly during changing
the initial pressure (not working during a run).
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Detector Tab

The detector tab identifies each Detector system and its associated EFC type detector system
by location (frontd, middle&, rear&). In case more information is available this will be shown
on next pages. The last page (in example Page 2) Analog output is shown.

In Table 4, on page 36 is a description of each EFC type with the related detector.

Detector EFC Involves selecting the relevant carrier/make-up/reference gas type.
The default temperature limit of all detectors is set to 450 °C, but can be set to a lower value.

The 436-GC/456-GC monitors the FID background current continuously and will attempt to light
the flame (only if the checkbox "Check for Flameout is checked) if the current drops below a
specified threshold and the detector temperature is still above 100 0C (for all Ignite conditions,
refer to the diagram on page 212). Up to three attempts to ignite the flame will be made before
the 436-GC/456-GC reports a flame-out fault.

SEU 1-FT0 00 1- -- - p

~- ayvkD.-
A. EFCQ`*4 1

Tempera,. LUrnit
Oiecktor Finesmai

6PRW ECD
TeaperaUe Limit

EFC13
Make-.up

I
r-

N.5

450

I LOg

On the second page (Page 2 or Page 3) the Detector Analog Output screen will be visible (only
if the Analog option board is present).
The Port name can be changed by the button "Edit'.
The Port name will be used in the Detector screen, on page 207.

C.iuauý 4 aoowm ,
9Dofc bit*" Aux mwC i ft--t-1

Port name

Range

Po•t nane
Range

Port name

Range

A
l VoltJ

B Edt
1 Vok

C F4LJ
I Vol

Page 1 Pag2 ag -_je OK~ Cancel
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Injector Tab

The Setup menu identifies each Injector system and its associated EFC type injector system by
location (front 0, middle &, rear &).

The default temperature limit of all Injectors is set to 450 'C, but can be set to a lower value.

Injector EFC involves selecting the relevant carder gas/outlet Pressure and more parameters.

In Errori Reference source not found., on page 31 is a description of each EFC type with
used Injector.

"Outlet Pressure* is used to distinguish between a column venting to atmosphere or a column
venting to a vacuum source such as a mass spectrometer.

The *Splitless Vent Flow* is the flow used for calculating the total flow when the method split

program contains only splitless events.

The *flow on Fault' is the total flow that kicks in when a hazardous fault has been detected by
the GC.

'Backflush" option is only available for the Injectors S/SL and PTV.
More about the backflush option see here on page 196.

Detecto Injector~ Aux EFO ytr

dpFront SISL

Temperature Limit W 'C

EFC21

Carrier Gas He

0.Aet Pressure Alm
Spltdess Vent Row 20 mlimin
Flow On FUlt 20 mLumin

BecMush

& Nd L....

Tempereture Limit 450 TC

Pagel Page2lL_ Cne I

Rutger (50 - 450*lD~ C __Log
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System Tab

On the system tab it is possible to set General and Network parameters.
The Network Change button is un-usable when the network-switch at the Rear panel, is set to
DHCP 4 (BOOTP).

SEU opasIC No 0.00 loco

C~fir.*. I S.j*ctMDd-WInorI AiKrC. Swesm
Geneal

Date
Time

Netwoak

DHCP Mode

Hostname
P address
Subiet Mask

Gaewiay

Sound
AWet sound

17/0312011 (day/montY) Chang
15:41:06 (hourmin:aec) Change

Disabled

gc-234
10.190.65.234
255.255,255.0
10.190.65.1

ciange I

I og

General:

Date and Time, pressing the change button, it is possible to change both values.

Date (day/monttvyaa) 04 104 12007

Time Nraurmrin:sec) 01 :08 :00

L Changes require a system reboot after setup is completed

OK Cancel

After changing the Date and Time a reboot is required. The OK button of the Setup
screen will change to "OK reboot". Rebooting is performed automatically after pressing
the "OK reboot" button.

4 DHCP is used to obtain an IP address from ComoassCDS. on page 57 or a server.
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Network:

By pressing the edit button it is possible to change network settings and to set a fixed IP
address in the 436-GC1456-GC.
Before changing the network settings check if on the Rear panel, the dip-switch is set to the
"Fixed IP' position. If not, set switch to "Fixed IP" position and switch the GC off (using the
power switch) and on again.
Fill in the IP address and Hostname, make sure the Subnet Mask and default Gateway are
compatible with the PC settings.

Hostname gc203
PAddress 10 .190 .65 .203
Subnet Mask 255 .255 .0 .0
Default Gateway 10 .190 .65 .1

2K __ Cancel

Sound:

Switch on or off the alert sound.
If the GC, during start-up, detects a change in the hardware configuration (e.g. AutoSampler
removed) a single-tone audio signal (every 10 seconds) is heard.
The audio signal will stop after accepting the hardware configuration by leaving Setup with OK.
If the GC enters a hazardous error state, a two-tone audio signal (every 5 seconds) will be
heard, indicating that the error must be resolved.

Aux EFC Tab

The Aux EFC tab is for future use.
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Touch Screen Calibration

Description

Calibration is necessary because it is difficult to perfectly align a touch screen's coordinates to
the LCD display behind it. If a button or other "live" feature on the display is to be properly
activated, the coordinates of the area touched on the screen must be sufficiently close to the
coordinates of the feature on the display. Otherwise, the software may not correctly act upon
the soft button pressing.

The Touch screen is factory calibrated, however re-calibration of the touch screen can be
required (possible reasons: viewing angle, temperature or humidity changes or after vibration or
shock).

Calibration

The touch screen calibration must Only be carried out with the St~yus-P n.

&

(Do not touch the display during the calibration procedurel
This can result in an incorrect calibration.

fit is possible to navigate to the touch screen calibration procedure (on page 53) using
only the hardware keys.

1. Press the SETUP X key and select: Calibration

camel

2. The Calibration page will appear:

Sepu Purp Caibae

Middle SGuL EFC21

Display

Touch Screen Cabrte

Sampler

Sa3pler Calibrate Reesace / Check Sce nge b

3. Press in the screen display, Touch Screen the button 'Calibrate'.
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4. The procedure will ask to touch (using the Stylus-Pen!) a number of calibration points
(cross in Upper left and right, lower left and right comers) visible on the display.

5. Press at any time the Pause button@ to cancel the calibration.

Touch ft c~ d LOf h eonxs; in• Mpe Mw NO o

To Ch ft ceqr oe cross In Us cenlr ofte screen
toD Vo* Ouch screen callion a successflul

+

6. Final, as verification, touch the center of the cross in the center of the screen.

7. If the calibration results are accepted by the software, press the 'Start/stop" button 0 to
exit the calibration screen.

If the touch screen is not accessible for screen calibration, it is possible to access it via the
hard-keys.

1. Press the question mark O hard-key, this will bring up the Version Information screen.

2. Press the following hard-keys in the correct order (not too fasti):W @@
3. Use the correct sequence, please note that the (push/wait) timing is important.

4. Try several times if the calibration screen will not directly popup.

5. Follow the instruction on the calibration screen.
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ErrorlLog Handling

An Error will be visible by a red error led.

Also in the right lower comer of the display a message j Log will be visible, indicating that the
Log screen has been updated with Log (Alert or Error) related information.

In case of an Event no & Log will be visible.

Just touch the& Log to open the log screen.

Code Description
9997 Startup
389 Middle gas sever timeout expired
424 Column standby timeout expired

9997 Startup
9997 Startup
=1OP communication failure

9997 Startup

Event Aler

Date /Time
18/10/07 09 19:37
18/10107 05:30:37
18/10/07 05 30 37
18/10/07 03:30:32
17t10107 1810:12
17/10/07 17:54.20
17/10/07 17:54:20

Reset Alert I Ciera" LO9

J Log
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There are 3 log-states present:

Event Will give information about all "none" error events (like Startup date
time).

Alet A fault that prevents correct function of the instrument (FID flameout or
Vial missing and more). There is no dangerous situation and only a
local problem in a control/module.

Actions taken by the GC:
" Fault will be reported in the error-log in yellow.
" The red error led will blink.
• The ready led will turn off (if on).
• The not ready led will turn on.
" The GC ready-out contact of the GC will switch off,
" The Main-display will display "Not Ready"
" The module/control causing the problem will be deactivated.
" If a run was already started, it will not be interrupted.
• The AutoSampler will not inject, GC is in Not Ready state.

This error is potentially dangerous for user and/or instrument. The GC
will go to a safe situation for all hardware components installed. The
problem can only be solved by intervention by the service engineer.
After solving the error only power off/on can resolve the GC.

Actions taken by the GC:
" Fault will be reported in the error-log in red.
• The red error led will turn on.
" The ready led will tum off (if on).
" The not ready led will tum on.
" The ready relay of the GC will switch off.
" Switching off all heaters and Oven fan motor.
" The Main-display will display "Error"
" The module/control causing the problem will be deactivated.
" All valves (extemal events) are set to default state identical to

when the GC is not powered.
" All Detector electronics will be turned off.
" All Injector/detector EFC units controlling Hydrogen gas will be

tumed off (flow setting zero).
" Open the column oven vent door.
" If a run was already started, it will immediately be aborted.
" Instrument control will be "frozen"
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Local Automation is a tool to operate multiple analysis and single/multiple method directly via
the GC (Workstation independent The input is done via the display and is only accessible

when the GC is not connected a to a Workstation.

To access the Local Automation screen, touch the 3 Run local automation
button in the Operation screen

When local automation is started all changes in a not-saved method are lost/

Status Idle Step / 6 Run 1 1 2 Vial 2
Step Use AS Nrwts First LeosjTyp. sp InjVoll InjVoO tspos

PiL PiL

S r/ 1 0 0 Single 1 O1 01 Front j
Default Method7

2 2 1 4 Dual 01 01 Rear

Default Meihod6

3 Pr F 1 0 0 smgI .. 01 01 Frontl

Default MethodS :
4 r 17 3 2 5 COiupIhate I 01 01 Front

Oefaul" methoul

Repeat Infiite 17
Cean Between Injectons r-
Use Injecon De* ri- 0 Mnm

.Loa

The Sampler (if present) will be recognized. It is optional to disable the Sampler (AS
"AutoSampler checkbox).

In order to loop the sample list the repeat infinite must be checked.
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To start the local automation press the start 0 button.
The run will start as soon as the 436-GCI456-GC state is ready.

A local automation running button in will appear. Pressing the pause button will pause

the local automation run i

* Touch the "Step" number to select the complete line (only if the GC is in Idle state).
Touch again for do-selecting.

QAfter selecting a line, it is possible to add or remove a line.

HOW TO SET IP ADDRESS IN THE GC USING BOOTP (DHCP)

Please refer to the compassCDS Installation manual (BR501483) which is available on the
compassCDS CD or in the GCportal manual (CP501460) which is available on the GCportal
CD.

HOW TO SET A FIXED IP ADDRESS IN THE 436-GCI456-GC

1. Check if the BOOTP (DHCP) switch at the rear of the GC is in the lower "Fixed IP"
position". If not, switch the GC (using the power switch) Off and On.

2. Press the SETUP XK key and select: Setuo on page 39.

S Pla sc a

SEU I &BJT PRUUMC

3. Please continue at tab "Sse on page 50.
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ANALOG CABLES

The 436-GC/456-GC has a number of analog cables options, depending on the device to which the
cable is connected. All cables have a 15-pin Dsub connector on one end to attach to Analog Out
connector on the 436-GC/456-GC option board and have appropriate connectors on the other end of
the cable for the devices to which they are being attached.

BR746366 436-GC/456-GC to Sample Introduction Device Cable. N.A.
Provides sync connections to Archon and Tekmar.

436-GC/456-GC Option Board.
CP745206 The board allows the control of 8 extra external events and 3 analog N.A.

outs of detector signals.

436-GC/456-GC Analog Cable.
BR746367 Provides 3 sets of shielded analog signal pairs, terminated with spade N.A.

lugs and 1 analog start cable.

BR745241 436-GC/456-GC Cable GC to Sampler CP-84xx N.A.

BR746385 Analog cable to MIB 800 Box N.A.

BR746377 Analog cable to PAL Autosampler N.A.

SHS746176 Analog cable to SHS-40/Quma N.A.

BR746386 GC control cable NA.

Table 7: Analog Cables
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Sample introduction devices refer to the hardware used to introduce the sample into the Gas
Chromatograph. These include AutoSamplers, liquid Injectors, gas sampling valves and liquid
sampling valves. This screen also covers the pneumatic systems associated with the various
sample introduction systems. The various pneumatic systems are described with the individual
sample Introduction systems.

AUTOSAMPLERS

Two Bruker samplers are available for the 436-GC/456-GC, the CP-8400 AutoSamoler and the
CP-8410 Autolniector, on page 63. Also a CTC PAL COMBI-xt sampler (Liquid, Headspace,
SPME Injection System) is available for the 436-GC/456-GC.

LIQUID INJECTORS
There are 5 liquid Injectors available on the 436-GC/456-GC Gas Chromatograph:

" The SISL SolItI/Solltless Capillarv Inlector on page 97 is optimized especially for split and
splitiess injections. The Injector is designed to accept a variety of inserts allowing tailored
configurations for either the Split or Splitless injection method.

• The PTV Inlector on page 113 can be used in a variety of sampling modes including
isothermal split and splitless, temperature ramped splitless, on-column and large volume
injection. The PTV can be temperature programmed and cooled by cryogenics.

• The PWOC On-Column Inlector on page 136 is designed for use with wide bore capillary
columns or packed columns. The standard Injector is supplied with an adapter for wide bore
capillary columns. Optional adapter kits are available for 1/8" and 1/4" packed columns.

" The FLASH Vaoorlzation Inlector on page 146 is also designed for use with wide bore
capillary or packed columns. This Injector uses a glass insert inside the Injector body. The
standard Injector is supplied with an insert for use with wide bore capillary columns. Optional
adapters are available for 1/8" and 1/4" packed columns.

" The COC Septum-Eaulooed Proarammable Injector (SPI) on page 157 gives optimum
performance for non-vaporizing (cold) injection into conventional fused silica capillary columns.
It incorporates several unique design features to produce improved peak resolution,
quantitation and versatility over other cold on-column Injectors. The result is not only a capillary
on-column injection system ideally suited for analyses that cannot be done with conventional
split/splitless injection, but one that gives highly accurate and precise results with a wide variety
of trace to semi-trace level samples.

" The SPT Inlector, on page 172 is a concentrating system for the determination of trace level
volatile organic components in air and other gaseous matrices. Integrated into the top of the
GC, its design provides the following features:

* Fast heating rates.
* Very low cryogenic consumption using liquid carbon dioxide (LCO2) or liquid nitrogen

(LN2) cryogenic cooling.
* Short and long trap length options.
* Fully integrated in the GC method.

" The MInIGas Solitter, on page 195 is used as replacement for an S/SL/PTV Injector. The
MiniGas Splitter Is installed onto the column bracket in the GCiLarge-Valve/Dual-valve oven.
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SAMPLING VALVES

The 436-GCI456-GC can be configured with a wide variety of gas and liquid sampling valves.
These sampling valves can be unheated or installed in a (valve) oven. Typically a sampling
valve is installed in series with a liquid Injector and thus shares the pneumatic system of the
Injector, but valves can also be installed with their own pneumatic systems. Optional actuators
are available to automate the function on the sampling valves. In addition to sampling valves,
Bruker also supplies a large number of switching valve configurations.

SAMEOUT Load SAF OUT Fill

Lead F ill

SMWU w& SWt.E IN

CA= GMLING C GA SLIN

VALVE VAWE

WACTOR IKJECTOR

~~JTPU V9TsuWw

DETECTOR 0 ETC-O

Lead Fill
$Ah*`L1 LOOP &AMPE LOOW

8=~L OUT IAWLSE OU

GAS WA
SAMILNa SAWLHG
VALVE VALVE

GAS CAIRGAS

INOCTOR LPO

SPMvffS"U VENT

COLUMN 

COLUMN

OMCTOR
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The following are the typical locations for valves on the 436-GC/456-GC:

" Unheated Valves located on the top panel of the instrument, beneath the Injector cover.
The area behind the Injectors can accommodate multiple (3-possible) unheated valves.

* Dual valve ovens which replace 1 or 2 Injectors positions on the 436-GC/456-GC. The
single valve oven can accommodate 1 valve and an optional PWOC or FLASH Injector.
The dual valve oven accommodates 1 or 2 valves.

" A multi-position valve oven which can accommodate up to 6 standard valves with 4 - 10
ports, or one 12 port or larger valve (including a Stream Selector Valve) and 4 standard
valves. This valve oven is mounted over the rear Injector position and utilizes 1 heated
zone.

" Up to three valves can be installed on the right side of the column oven. This is the least
preferred location due to temperature cycling of the column oven and will effect the valve
live negatively.

If valves are located in a valve oven then they are configured in 436-GC/456-GC as frontd",

middledP, rear&•, valve ovens. The valve oven temperature is programmed in the Oven tab
Note that when multiple valves are installed in one valve oven the temperature of the oven should
always be set lower than the lowest temperature rated valve. In general valves have upper
temperature ratings of 220 °C or 350 0C.

Heated
Zones for
Valves
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External Sample Introduction Systems

In addition to liquid Injectors and sampling valves, several external sampling systems can be
used with the 436-GCI456-GC. The most common are besides the
CP-8400/CP-8410 AutoSampler a Purge and Trap System and the Heated Headspace
System. These sampling systems are supplied with individual operator's manuals.

Pneumatic Systems

Most sample introduction systems may be equipped with manual pneumatics or Electronic Flow
Control (EFC). The following table summarizes the available pneumatics systems for liquid
Injectors, sampling valves, purge and trap and heated headspace systems.

S/SL Liquid Injector EFC21 controller/back pressure regulator with
pressure gauge.
Manual pneumatics - inlet flow

PTV Liquid Injector EFC21 controller/back pressure regulator with
pressure gauge.

PWOC Liquid Injector EFC23 Manual digital flow controller with
pressure gauge.

PWOC Liquid Injector EFC24 Manual pressure regulator with gauge.
FLASH Liquid Injector EFC23 Manual digital flow controller with

pressure gauge.
FLASH Liquid Injector EFC24 Manual pressure regulator with gauge.
Gas or Liquid Sampling Valves EFC24 Manual pressure regulator with gauge.

Manual pneumatics - inlet flow
Purge and Trap with either SISL or Mna nuais-iltfo
P e aEFC25 controller/backpressure regulator with
PTV

pressure gauge.
Manual pneumatics - inlet flow

Headspace with either S/SL or PTV EFC25 controller/back pressure regulator with
pressure gauge.

COO Liquid Injector (SPI) EFC23 Manual digital flow controller with
pressure gauge.

. Figure 1: Pneumatic Systems for Liquid Injectors and Sampling Valves
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INTRODUCTION

We strongly recommend that you read this section before you start using your CP-8400
AutoSampler or CP-8410 Autolnjector.

The CP-8400 is a 100 vial capacity AutoSampler.
The CP-8410 is an Autolnjector based on the CP-8400; it has a manually positioned tray and
can accommodate up to 10, 6 and 5 each of 2 mL, 5 mL and 10 mL vials respectively,

Both the AutoSampler and AutoInjector can inject into 2 Injectors; the Sampler can inject into
either one of the 2 Injectors or into both (either from the same sample vial or from adjacent
vials) during the same analysis.

Both the CP-8400 and CP-8410 are preprogrammed with several injection modes (Standard
On-Column, Standard Split/Splitless, Viscous, Volatile and Neat) that are optimized for most
common types of samples. The User Defined mode allows access to all parameters and should
be used with discretion since injection accuracy and precision may be adversely affected by
incorrect choice of certain parameters. The SPME mode requires different hardware (optional).
If the SPME mode is selected the other injection modes will not be available.

This section will cover AutoSampler installation, software setup and calibration to the correct
sampling and injection positions, a description of the operating parameters and some examples
of how you may wish to use the CP-8400/CP-8410 to accomplish your analyses. If, after
reading this section you still have questions or encounter a problem that is not covered, please
contact your local Technical Support for further assistance.
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SAMPLER FIRST START UP
This chapter describes the GC and Sampler first time combined startup and helps you to get
the system ready for use.

1. Before GC power-up it's very important to read the Warnings and Notes below!

O• It Is Important that the CP-84001CP-8410 is switched on prior to power-up the GC. A
flashing green LED at the rear of the AutoSampler Is Indicating that there is
cornmunication between 436-GCI456-GC and the Sampler.
Do not turn off the Sampler power switch during normal operations.

Syringe moves automatically during operation of instrument Keep your hands and
fingers out of the Injection area. Failure to do so may result in accidental needle

WANN•G priclwscratch.

A WARNING: The Injector nut and locator plate may be very hot during instrument

B1URN HAZARD operation and should not be touched with unprotected hand.

Using SPME mode sample Introduction, it is mandatory to perform the calibration
process with the liquid sampling syringe provided standard with your AutoSampler.

2. Set the Sampler switch ON.

3. Switch the GC ON.

4. The GC will start initialization the system; during this process the sampler will start moving
the CP-8400 carrousel, syringe and tower to check if all sensors and positions are correct.
If a sample-error occurs the initialization will stop, the error will be visible in the error log.
GC Power Off/On restarts the initialization process.

5. The GC/Sampler combination must be calibrated now; proceed with the next calibration
chapter.
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LARGE SOLVENT I WASH VIAL

Large volume Liquid Injections of 50 pL and more have become increasingly important for trace
analysis. Large volume injections require an extra capacity to wash the syringe. The 5 mL wash
vial does not contain sufficient solvent to run a 100-vial tray in an automated way. With the
large wash vial the capacity is increased by a factor of 60.

The Large Wash Vial is a 120 mL stainless steel vial and has 2 openings. Both use a snap cap.
The vial replaces the 5 mL solvent vial.
The Large solvent vial can easily be refilled. Optionally a second large solvent vial can be
installed.
The vial is suitable for non-aggressive solvents. The stainless steel design makes it
unbreakable and re-usable.
The large solvent vial is available as a field installation kit only (CP741158). Additional large
solvent vials can be ordered separately (CP741161).
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CALIBRATION OF (OPTIONAL) AUTOSAMPLER

Sampler calibration will align the Sampler components (Tower, Vials and Needle) and the GC
Injector ports.
Calibration procedure is important for a trouble free working GC/Sampler combination.
Calibration must be carried out in the following cases:

1. First Installation of the Sampler.

2. Sampler has been removed from the GC and after maintenance/repair installed back on
the GC.

3. Bending Sample needles (see also "How to prevent plungers from bending", on page 348).

4. Other Injector positions used (back or front).

5. If the Injector has been removed/re-installed calibration is mandatory.

Do not recalibrate the Injector positions after normal Injector maintenance such as changing
septa or inserts.

Two calibration methods are present:

- Vial calibration, on page 67.

- GC Iniector calibration, on page 69.

If during Calibration a question mark appears in a yellow triangle Injector I
this will indicate that the calibration Is not correctl
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Vial calibration

The Vial Calibration procedure will allow the AutoSampler/Autolnjector to learn the tower and
carrousel/tray positions so that the syringe is positioned directly over the middle of the first vial
in the CP-8400 sample-carrousel (Vial 0) or the middle of the first 2 mL vial of the CP-8410
Autolnjector sample tray (Vial 1).
The CP-8400 may use a number of different sample vial form factors; however, you should use
all of the same vials for each session.
Mixing different vials is strongly discouraged. If you calibrate using one vial type and then begin
using another vial type with a different height, it is strongly recommended that you recalibrate
the Vial 0 Position to avoid bent needles and other minor problems.

In order to accurately calibrate Vial positions use the calibration tool (P/N: CP740889). The
calibration tool simulates a standard vial. The tool is used for both the CP-8400 and CP-8410
AutoSamplers.

The calibration tool can be placed (depending on the carrousel/tray-material) in 2 different ways
in the tray.

CP-8410 (polymer tray)
calibration tool In Vial position I

CP-8400 (metal carrousel)
calibration tool In Vial position 0

risisib leW

To assure consistent operation, always approach the final Tower and Carrousel
calibration position with CW (clockwise) movements. To help facilitate this rule, the
carrousel will backup 10 steps when a CCW (counterclockwise) action is selected but
will move I step per move action when a CW (clockwise) carrousel rotation is selected.
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1. Place the Calibration tool in Vial 0 or Vial 1

2. Press the SETUP X key and select CALIBRATION, select on the next page Sampler
CALIBRATE.

E

Touch S (To, Syri a

cmoet (Tw r a Sringe) ng,

3. The calibration screen will be visible.

o Vial IfC-81) A P4x2

TO LJ2 I~ J

I L"g

Calibrating the CP-8400 Vial 0 position involves manipulating the positions of 3 different
components (Tower, Syringe and Carrousel).
Calibrating the CP-841 0 Vial 1 position Involves manipulating the positions of 2 different
components (Tower and Syringe).

4. Press "Start Calibration. The CP-8400/CP-8410 will rotate the tower, rotate the sample-
carrousel (not for the CP-841 0) and lower the syringe sled to the approximate location of
Vial 0 (or Vial 1 if CP-841 0). After the CP-84001CP-841 0 has found the approximate Vial 0
(or Vial 1) position, visually check that the syringe sled
is not resting on the Vial top.
If the syringe sled is resting on the vial top, press the
Syringe 'Up' button until the syringe sled is clear of the
Vial top by approximately 1 mm.

5. Start the calibration process by adjusting the tower
position. Move the Tower CCW or CW until the needle-
guide is exactly cover the top of the calibration tool.
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6. For CP-8400, set the sample-carrousel position. You may have to switch back and forth
between the tower and sample-carrousel one or more times to determine the optimum
rotational positions.

7. Adjust the syringe sled height so that the needle is just barely above the calibration tool
top. You should be able to see about a paper's thickness of space between the syringe
sled needle guide and the top of the calibration tool. The penetration depth into the vial is
measured from the bottom of the needle guide, so this height will give you optimum
penetration depth.

8. Press the "Accept" button if the calibration of Vial 0 or I is complete, the calibration data
will be saved.

9. Press 'Exit" button to exit the calibration screen, without saving the calibration data.

~ ) ff the used Vial is shorter/longer than the calibration tool it's advisable to repeat only
the Syringe calibration.

GC Injector calibration

1. Press the SETUP X key and select CALIBRATION, select on the next page Sampler
CALIBRATE.

2. The calibration screen will be visible.

Touh Scum CdbrM

s..pI. Cokbro I RG0e eic~uss9egJ
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3. Before starting the calibration identify Injector 1 and Injector 2.
Injector 1 is the first Injector the Tower will encounter when it rotates clockwise to reach the
Injector(s). The second Injector is Injector 2. Please notice the difference when the sampler
is mounted in the Front or Rear position (next page).

Sampler mounted In
the Front position

U,•

Sampler mounted In
the Rear position

LmII

Li

Injector 2.

Injector I-

Viel1 k~c1 kidOW2

sornp j j j ~ J

I Log

Syringe moves automatically during operation of Instrument Keep your hands and
fingers out of the injection area. Failure to do so may result in accidental needle
prick/scratch.

4. On the calibration screen Injector I press "Start Calibration" button. The Injector Tower
rotates so that it is over Injector 1 position and lowers the syringe sled so that it is over the
Injector.

5. If the needle guide descends so that it is either resting on the inject switch or below the
needle cone on the inject switch, use the 'Up" button to move the sled up (10 steps) until
the needle guide is just above the Injector cone.

6. Using the "CCW (counterclockwise) and "CW" (clockwise) button, position the tower
directly over the Injector Inject Switch Locator cone.

7. Adjust the height (using the "Up" and "Down" button) of the needle guide such that the sled
is just resting on or very slightly depressing the Injector Switch and is covering the locator
cone.

8. Press the "Accept" button if the calibration of Injector 1 is complete, the calibration data will
be saved.
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9. Calibrate Injector 2 (if present) using the above mentioned procedure.

Move the Tower so that it is Lower the Tower so that the needle
directly over the needle cone cone of the Injector fits into the
on the Injector. countertore of the CP-840018410

needle gulde. The Injector switch
should not be compressed.

Syringe Sled

CP-8400/8410
Needle Guide

InetrSwitch

The needle guide hole Is only large enough to cover
the tapered end of the cone, not the complete cone.

10. Press the *Exit button if calibration is finished or leaving the calibration page without
saving is needed.

Q The "Reset Calibration" button will restore the factory settings to all calibration values.

SYRINGE CHECKIREPLACE

For changing the syringe &&z continue on the next page.

If the syringe has to be replaced by the same size follow the procedure below:

1. Press the SETUP key and select CALIBRATION, select on the next page Sampler
Change Syringe.

,f

TW S~ ~ Cmr
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2. Please wait for the AutoSampler to finish, the Sampler Tower will go to its Syringe
Replace/Check Syringe position.

* Syringe replaced?
(stroke counter wl11 be reset after syringe replacement)

_K Cancel

3. Check or Replace the Syringe when the above pop-up message appears.

4. After syringe replacement the syringe plunger stroke counter can be set to zero, press OK.

5. After Syringe check (no reset of the counter necessary), press Cancel.

SYRINGE SIZE CHANGE

For changing the syringe size the next procedure MUST be followed:

1. Change syringe size in Setup X tab "SampleDelivery*.

2. Press OK to leave Setup.

3. Follow the Syringe Check/Replace procedure (previous page).

( U Follow the correct working orderl
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OPERATION

PARAMETERS AND QUICK REFERENCE

The layout of the screens and the placement of the parameters followed the philosophy of
keeping those parameters that an operator may wish to change for a series of samples (such
as the injection volume, vial range, GC method) within the Automation pages for quick access
and change.

Those parameters that drive the AutoSampler actions such as clean, viscosity settings and
needle residence times are located within the AutoSampler Method.

The CP-8400/CP-8410 AutoSampler is preprogrammed with settings and actions that are
appropriate for most common analyses. The following diagrams represent the hierarchy of
screens that follow from selecting the indicated key on the 436-GC/456-GC front panel.
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SAMPLER CONFIGURATION

The AutoSampler will be delivered in one of two (Liquid or SPME) configurations.

Default is the Liquid Sampling configuration.

The SPME operation can be thought of as fundamentally reversed from liquid sampling in
terms of the actions the plunger performs during the sampling process. In liquid sampling, the
plunger is at its home state more or less fully descended and sampling is done by withdrawing
the plunger from the syringe barrel in order to take an aliquot for injection. In SPME however,
the plunger is at the top of its travel when it is in the home position and the SPME fiber must be
exposed by inserting the plunger into the fiber holder barrel to expose the fiber.

The SPME Sampling mode cannot be selected by the 436-GC/456-GC display. In order to
configure the system to use SPME you must set a switch on the syringe sled to the
correct position and Install the special SPME fiber holder block. This means of setting up
the system to use SPME was adopted to avoid unintentional damage to either SPME
hardware or syringes. Once the installation is completed, the 436-GC/456-GC will
recognize the sampler mode.

" Installation of the SPME mode, on page 88.

" Installation of the Liouid Sampling mode, on page 94.
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SAMPLE DELIVERY PARAMETERS

The 436-GC/456-GC Sample Delivery page W has parameters that represent the most
frequently used parameters, however predefined modes of operation limit the need to access
all parameters.

Preparation Vial .-- Stroke Court 0 0
Current Vial -- PrepAhead Trne Left 0.00 min

Syringe Size 10 PL

Injection Mode INea
Sample Penetration Depth 90 %
Solvent Penetraion Depth 90 %

Clean Mode

Number of Pre-njecbon Solvent Clean Flushes 3
Number of Post-injeton Solvent Clean Flushes 1

Number of Pre-Injection Sample Clean Flushes 0
Clean Solvent Source Vial

Paget Page2

The CP-8400 (liquid) is preprogrammed with 6 injection modes designed to optimize your
analysis for:

1. Standard On-Column on page 76 (Standard OC)

2. Standard Solit/Solitless on page 76 (Standard Split/Splitless)

3. Neat samples on page 78 (Neat)

4. Viscous samples on page 79 (Viscous)

5. Volatile samples on page 79 (Volatile)

6. User Defined on page 81 (User Defined)

Choosing 1 of these 5 injection modes will preset critical parameters for optimum performance
and limit the parameters you need to set.

If you prefer to develop your own injection method for your CP-8400/CP-8410, the 6th CP-
8400/CP-8410 operation mode user defined (User Defined), allows access to the full suite of
CP-8400/CP-8410 parameters.

You should exercise care when using the user defined mode since choices for some
parameters may have unintended consequences.
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Standard On-Column and Standard Spllt/Splltleae Sampling Modes

Internal Standard is not permitted with Standard Sampling modes.

Standard mode parameters are set for samples dissolved in common solvents such as iso-
octane.

The Standard sampling mode for On-Column performs the following sequence of actions:

( ) Al CleanStrokes- and Flush-Volumes are limited to 75% of the syringe capacity.

If used Pro-Injecion Solvent Clean Flushes
(slet-- wastet

-Volume (pL) 075 1.5 3.75 7.5 37.5 75 187.5

-Plunger Speed Up (pUs) 0.5 1 2.5 5 10 20 50

-Plunger Speed Down (pUs) 5 10 25 50 25 50 625
If used: Any Pre-Injection Sample Clean
Flushes
(sample -. waste)
-Volume L) 0.75 1.5 3.75 7.5 37.5 75 187.5

-Plunger Speed Up(PUS) 0.5 1 2.5 5 10 20 50

-Plunger Speed Down(pAs) 5 10 25 50 25 50 62.5

Clean Strokes
(sample -. sample)

-Plunger Speed Up (pls) 0.2 0.4 1 2 10 20 50

-Plunger Speed Down (pUs) 5 10 25 50 25 50 625

-Volume For Fill Strokes (pL) 075 1.5 3,75 7.5 37.5 75 1875

-Number Of Clean Strokes 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

- Viscosity Delay(s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 00 00

Draw Sample

-Plunger Speed During Fill (pLls) 0.2 0.4 1 2 10 20 50

- Viscosity Delay (s) 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-Volume (pL)0. . 0. 05 05 2 4

•"-Plunger Speed During Injection (pUs) 05 1 2. 5 10 25

- Pre Injection Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

- Post Injection Delay (s) 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

If used: Any Post Injection Solvent Clean
Flushes
T solvent - waste)

-Volume ( L) 0.75 1.5 3.75 7.5

-Plunger Speed Up (pUs) 0.5 1 2.5 5 10 20 50

-Plunger Speed Down (jUs) 5 10 25 50 25 50 625

Table a: Injection mode parameters for On-Column
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Internal Standard Is not permitted with Standard Sampling modes.

Standard mode parameters are set for samples dissolved in common solvents such as iso-
octane.
The Standard sampling mode for SDlit/Solitless performs the following sequence of actions:

* ( All CleanStrokes- and Rush-Volumes are limited to 75% of the syringe capacity.

If used: Pre-Injeclion Solvent Clean Rushes

(solvent - waste)

- Volume (pL) 0.75 1.5 3.75 I 7.5 37.5 75 1 187.5

-Viscoity Delay (s) 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9
-Plunger Speed Up (pUa) 0.5 1 2.5 5 10 20 50

-Plunger Speed Down (pUs) 5 10 25 50 25 50 62.5
If used: Any Pre-Injeclion Sample Clean
Flushes
(saple -waste)
-Volume (Ilk) 10.75 11.5 3.75 7.5 37.5 75 187.5
-Viscosity Delay (a) 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9

- Plunger Speed Up (pUs) 0.5 1 2.5 1 5 10 120 1 50

-Plunger Speed Down(j~s) 5 10 25 50 25 50 62.5

-NClean Strokes

(Sample Sample)

- Plunger Speed Up (p Lls) 0.2 0.4 1 2 10 20 50
-Pkunge Speed Down (IAdJs)5 10 2 150 5 50 6.

-Volume For Fill Strokes (IpL)0.5 15 37 75 3.5 5 185

-Number Of Clean Strokes 5 5 5

-Viscosity Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00

-Plunger Speed During Fill (pUs) 02 04 1 2 1 0 5

-Viscosity Delay (s)0. 0. 00 00 00 00 00

7Air Plug After sample

-0.1 0.2 0.5 0.5 05 2 4

-PluKger Speed During Injection(IjUa) 5 10 25 50 25 50 62.5

- Pr Igection Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

- Post Injection Delay (a) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
If used. Any Post Injection Sovent Clen

Rushes
(solvent - Waste)

-0.75 1.5 3.75 7.5 3 75 1875

-Plunger Speed Up (pUs) 0.5 1 2.5 10 20 50

-Plunger Speed Down (pUs) 54 10 25 50 25 50 625

Table 9: Injection mode parameters for Splilt-Spiltless
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Neat Sampling Mode
Internal Standard Is not permitted with Neat Sampling mode.

Neat mode parameters are set for samples that are normally liquids that will be injected without
dilution. The Neat sampling mode performs the following sequence of actions:

All CleanStrokes- and Flush-Volumes are limited to 75% of the syringe capacity.

If used: Pre-injection Solvent Clean Flushes
(solvent -, waste)

-Plunger Speed Up(PUS) --5 --2 .5 1 10 [ 20 50
- Plunger Speed Down (wUs) 5 10 25 50 25 50 62.5

If used: Any Pre-injection Sample Clean Flushes
(sample - waste)

-Volume(pL) 0.75 1.5 3.75 7.5 37.5 75 187.5

-Viscosity Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-Plunger Speed Up (pUs) 0.5 1 2.5 5 10 20 50

-Plunger Speed Down (Us) 5 10 25 50 25 50- 62.5

Coating Strokes (same moment as Pr-injection Sample Clean Flushes)

-Volume (pL) 0.75 1.5 3.75 7.5 37.5 75 187.5

-Viscosity Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-Number of Coating Strokes 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

-Plunger Speed Up (pUs) 0.5 1 2.5 5 10 20 50

-Plunger Speed Down (plls) 5 10 25 50 25 50 62.5

Clean Strokes
(sample -- sample)

-Plunger Speed Up (pUs) 0.2 0.4 1 2 10 20 50

- Viscosity Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-Plunger Speed Down (pUs) 5 10 25 50 25 50 62.5

-Volume For Fill Strokes (pL) 1 2 5 10 50 100 250

-Number Of Clean Strokes 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Draw Sample
-Plunger Speed During Fill (plls) 0.2 0.4 1 2 10 20 50

- Viscosity Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

7 Air Plug After sample

- Volume (pL) 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 2 4

7 l7 njad Sample
- Plunger Speed During Injection (pUs) 5 10 25 50 25 50 62.5

- Pre Injection Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-Post Injection Delay (s) 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0

If used: Any Post Injection Solvent Clean Flushes
(solvent - waste)

-Volume(pL) 0.75 1.5 3.75 7.5 37.5 75 187.5

-Plunger Speed Up (pls) 0.5 1 2.5 5 10 20 50

- Plunger Speed Down (pUs) 5 10 25 50 25 50 62.5

Table i1: Injection mode parameters for Neat
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Viscous Sampling Mode

Viscous mode is designed for samples that either are viscous or are dissolved in a viscous
solvent such as cyclohexanol.
Viscous mode actions are summarized below:

* ( ) All CleanStrokes- and Flush-Volumes are limited to 75% of the syringe capacity.

- Volume (pL) 0.75 1.5 1 3.75 7.5 37.5 75 1 187.5

VsoiyDly()0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-Pkunger SpeedUp (pl.s) 0.5 1 2.5 5 10 20 50
-PlungerSpeed Down (pL~s) 5 10 25 50 25 50 62.5

0.75e 11 1.5 3.75 7.5 37.5 75 187.
VsoiyDly()9.9 9.9 9.-9 9.9 9.*9 9.9 9.9

-Plunger SpeedUp (pL~s) 0.1 0.2 0.:5 1 5 10 25
- Plunger Speed Down (pUs) 5 10 1 25 50 25 50 1 62.5

SIfused.- Internal Standard

-Plunger Speed Up (nng lL0.s1 2.5 5 10 2 5

A Plunger Speed Down (pUs)

-Air Gap (plL) 0.1 0.2 0.5 5 0.5 2o 4.

Draw Sample

-Plunger Speed Dunng Fill (i/pUs) 0.1 2.5 5 1 0 5
-Viscosity Delay (s)9. 9. 99 99 99 99 99

Air Plug After sample

- Volume (PL)0. 0. 0. 05 05 2 4

6 Inject Sample

-Plunger Speed During Injection (pUs) 05 1 25 5 1 0 s

- Pre Injection Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-Post Injection Delay (s) 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.

If used: Any Post Injection Solvent Clean
Rushes

(solvent -- waste)

-Volume (IL) 075 15 3.75 7.5 37.5 75 187.5

-Plunger Speed Up (pIs) 05 1 2.5 5 10 20 50

-Plunger Speed Down (pUs) 5 10 25 50 25 50 625

Table 11: Injection mode parameters for Viscous

Volatile Sampling Mode
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This mode is designed for samples dissolved in highly volatile solvents such as pentane.

Volatile mode actions are summarized below:

Q • All CleanStrokes and Flush-Volumes are limited to 75% of the syringe capacity.

If used: Pre-Injection Solvent Clean Flushes (solvent -+ waste)

-Volume (pL) 0.75 1.5 3.75 7.5 37.5 75 187.5

-Viseosity Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0

-Plunger Speed Up (pUs) 0.5 1 2.5 5 10 20 50

- Plunger Speed Down (pUs) 5 10 25 50 25 50 62.5

If used: Any Pre-Injection Sample Clean Flushes (sample -- waste)

-Volume (pl) 0.75 1.5 3.75 7.5 37.5 75 187.5

- Viscosity Delay (s) 9.9 9.9 9.9 1 9 9 9.9

Plunger Speed Up (pus) 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 5 10 25

-Plunger Speed Down (pUs) 25

if used: Internal

- Plunger Speed Up (IJUs) 10.5 11 12. 15 110 120 150
-Plunger Speed D-wn(lAs) 151150 2150 1 25150 62.5_
- Air Gap (WL) (if used) 10.1 10.2 10.5 10.5 10.5 12.o 14.0
Draw Sample

-Plunger Speed During Fill (pUs) 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 5 10 25

-Viscosity Delay (s) 99 9.9 9.9 9.9 9 9.9
Air PRug After sample

- Volume (ipl) 01 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 2 4

Inject Sample

Plunger Speed During Injection (pls) 0.5 1 2.5 [ 10 20 50

- Pre Injection Delay (s) 00 .0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0

- Post Ineoction Delay (s) 1 0 120 112.0 12.0 12.

If used. Any Post Injection Solvent Clean Flushes (solvent -. waste)

-Volume (1L) 075 15 375 7.5 375 75 1875

-Plunger Speed Up (pUs) 1 1 25 5 10 20 50

- Plunger Speed Down (tIls) 5 10 25 50 25 50 62.5

Table 12: Injection mode parameters for Volatile
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User Defined Sampling Mode

Allows access to all AutoSampler parameters.

This mode of operation should be used with caution since some parameters, if not optimally
set, can produce poor area precision and anomalous results. User Defined mode has three
pages of parameters.

CPS= 1 TableI I
Preparation Vial - Stroke Count 0 0
Current Vial - Prep.Ahead1Time Left 0.00 min

Syringe Size 10 pl.

Injection Mode [User Defined
Prep.Ahead F Sample Penetration Depth 90 %
Prep Ahead Delay 020 min Solvent Penetration Depth 90 %

Air Plug Ater Sample 1.0 pl. Number of Fill Strokes 0
Sample Air Gap r Volume for Fill Strokes 5.0 PL

Viscoslty Delay 00 s Fill Plunger Speed 5.0 pus
Pre- ection Delay 0.0 a Injection Plunger Speed 250 pUs
Post-11ection Delay 0.0

Page I Page 2 1 Pag3 I
jLog

Prep .Ahead r
Prep.Ahead Delay 020 min

PrepAhead

This parameter is used to select whether the AutoSampler will sample for the next injection
immediately after the current chromatographic run is completed or to cause the AutoSampler to
sample while the current run is in progress thus improving throughput.

Prep.Ahead works for either liquid or SPME sampling modes. If you set the Prep.Ahead, the
system will use the Prep.Ahead Delay time entered into the method to determine when to begin
sampling for the next run.

The Prep.Ahead timer will begin after the AutoSampler has completed all of its actions for the
current run. For instance, if you have dual or duplicate injections selected and the second
injection is set to take place 0.5 minutes into the run, the Prep.Ahead timer for the next sample
will start once the second injection is finished. Therefore, if you have set the Prep.Ahead timer
to 10 minutes, the system will actually start sampling at around 10.5 minutes into the run.

If your sample is either heat or light sensitive, you may wish to leave the Prep.Ahead blank.
Note that the Prep.Ahead timer is independent of the run time; this allows you to set a next
sampling time while the instrument is either equilibrating or stabilizing if the sample may be
heat or light sensitive.

You will have to experiment with sample and solvent flushes along with any other pre-injection
settings for your AutoSampler to determine the correct Prep.Ahead time for optimum cycle time
and minimum wait before injection.
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Sample Penetration Depth 90 %

Solvent Penetration Depth 90 %

Sample Penetration Depth (0-100%)

This parameter defines how far the needle penetrates through the septum into the sample vial.
The percentage refers to the distance from the bottom of the vial septum to the bottom of the
vial interior. The valid range is sattable in 1% steps. The default is 90%.

Solvent Penetration Depth (0-100%)

This parameter defines how far into the solvent vials the needle will penetrate. The percentage
refers to the distance from the bottom of the vial septum to the bottom of the clean vial interior.
There is only one penetration depth for all three clean/Internal Standard vials. This parameter is
settable in 1% steps. The default is 90%.

Air Plug After Sample 10 PL Number of Fill Strokes 0
Sample Air Gap Volume for Fill Strokes 5 0 pL

Air Plug After Sample

This parameter defines the volume of air drawn up after the sample has been drawn into the
syringe.

Sample Air Gap

Setting this parameter will cause the syringe plunger to be withdrawn an amount corresponding
to 1 !tL (depending on the syringe size) prior to the syringe sled descending and the sample
being drawn up. Leaving this parameter blank will cause no upper air gap to be formed. The
default value is blank.

Number of Fill Strokes (0-99)

This parameter defines how many times the syringe plunger will be 'pumped* (withdrawn and
then advanced). This parameter is required to effectively flush the syringe with the sample to
remove bubbles and prevent dilution of the sample by residual solvent from wash processes.
The syringe will use the Plunger speed parameters as defined in the viscosity settings page.
The default value is 0.

Fill Volume for Fill Strokes

This parameter defines the volume that will be used by the fill strokes specified above. This
volume will usually be equal to or larger than the sample volume specified in the Samplelist.

Viscosity Delay 0.0 s Fill Plunger Speed 5.0 puLs
Pre-tnjection Delay 0.0 s Injection Plunger Speed 25.0 pus
Post-Injection Delay 0.0 9

Viscosity Delay (sec)

Defines the amount of time the system will waft after the syringe plunger is withdrawn, drawing
sample into the syringe. This time is required to allow samples with high viscosity to migrate
into the syringe. The syringe remains in its loading position with the needle at its programmed
depth in the sample vial for the duration of the Viscosity delay. The default value is 0.0.

Pre-Injection Delay (0-99.9 sec)

Specifies the length of time the needle will remain in the Injector prior to the advancing of the
syringe plunger to expel its contents into the Injector. The default value is 0.0 sec.
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Post-Injection Delay (0-99.9 sac)

Specifies the length of time the needle will remain in the Injector after the syringe contents have
been completely expelled. The default value is 0.0 sec.

Fill Plunger Speed

Defines the speed at which the plunger will be withdrawn to draw up sample. This parameter is
required to prevent cavitation of some solvents during extraction.

Injection Plunger Speed

Depending on the volume of the syringe installed, this parameter will be limited to the specified
ranges. The Injection rate setting has 0.1 liUsec (depending on the syringe size) step
resolution.

CPS=e veW T.W. 1
Clean Mode

Number of Pre-lnjection Solvent Clean Flushes 3
Number of Post-injection Solvent Clean Flushes 1
Number of Pre-Injection Sample Clean Flushes 0
Clean Solvent Source Vial

Internal Standard

Internal Standard r Internal Std Vial
Internal Std. Size 1 0 PL Internal Std. Pause Time 0 0
Internal Std Drawup Speed 5 0 pUs Internal Std Air Gap rF

Page1 I Page2 - Page3_I

Log

Clean Mode

Number of Pre-Injection Solvent Clean Flushes 3
Number of Post-Injection Solvent Clean Flushes 1
Number of Pre-Injection Sample Clean Flushes 0
Clean Solvent Source Vial

Clean Mode

Number of Pre-Injection Solvent Clean Flushes (0-99)

This parameter defines the number of times the syringe will draw up solvent, rotate to the waste
cup and expel the syringe contents before the sampling process begins. The default value is 3.

Number of Post-Injection Solvent Clean Flushes (0-99)

This parameter defines the number of times the syringe will draw up solvent, rotate to the waste
cup and expel the syringe contents after the injection process has ended. The default value is
1.
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Number of Pre-Injection Sample Clean Flushes (0-99)

This parameter defines the number of times the syringe will draw up sample, rotate to the
waste cup and expel the syringe contents before the sampling process begins. The default
value is 0.

Clean Solvent Source Vial (I, 1IIIl, I&ll, 1&lll, 11&111, I&ll&lll)

There are three clean vials. This parameter selects which clean solvent source or combination
of clean solvent sources the AutoSampler will use for its clean flushes. If a combination Clean
Solvent Source is specified, the system will perform the number of solvent clean flushes as set
by the operator from each of the solvent sources. Consequently, if the operator selected the
Clean Solvent Source of I&ll&lll and the number of pre-injection solvent clean flushes was set
to three, the system would draw up and expel solvent from Clean Solvent Source I three times,
Clean Solvent Source II three times and finally Clean Solvent Source III three times for a total
of nine syringe actions prior to beginning the sampling process. The default value for the Clean
Solvent Source is I.

Interneal Standard
Internal Standard r Internal Std Vial
Internal Std. Size 1 0 pL Internal Std Pause Time 00 S
Internal Std Drawup Speed 5 0 pL'6 Internal Std Air Gap r-

Internal Standard

Internal Standard

This parameter determines whether the system will use an Internal Standard as part of the
sampling procedure. Selecting will cause the CP-8400/CP-841 0 to draw up the specified
amount of Internal Standard from the specified vial.
The Internal Standard will always be withdrawn before the sample is withdrawn to avoid as
much as possible cross contamination of the Intemal Standard with analyses. The default value
is blank.

Internal Std Size

This parameter defines the volume of Intemal Standard that will be extracted for injection. The
AutoSampler/Autolnjector will draw up the Internal Standard (depending of the syringe size)
before the sample.

Internal Std Drawup Speed

This parameter defines how fast the plunger will be drawn out of the syringe extracting Internal
Standard from the vial and into the syringe. The default value is 5.0 IL/sec.

Internal Std Vial (I, II, Ill)

This parameter will identify which of the three clean vials contains the Internal Standard. The
AutoSampler/Autolnjector will draw up the Internal Standard before the sample. This, in order
to minimize contamination of the internal standard by residual sample. The default internal
standard vial is Clean Vial position II.

Internal Std Pause Time (0-9.9 sec)

This parameter defines how long the syringe will remain in the vial after the plunger has
reached its set withdrawal volume. This is required to allow the internal standard to fully migrate
into the syringe. The default value is 0 sec.

Internal Std Air Gap
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Selecting this parameter will cause the AutoSampler to withdraw the plunger a distance equal
to 1 IAL (depending on the syringe size) after the syringe has been withdrawn from the vial.
Selecting blank will cause the syringe plunger to remain in its position subsequent to the
extraction of the Internal Standard until some other sampling action is required. No air gap will
be withdrawn. The default value is checked.

SAMPL E F)EL,1',,FR ) rIFTH0[- 000 12 00

Solent Plug
Solvent Plug
Vial for Solvent Plug

Solvent Plug Size

Abowt Clean
Clean Vial
Clean Volume

00 PL

Solvent Drawup Speed

Solvent Pause Time

Solvent Air Gap

5 0 ptus

0 0

5.0 pus
[Number of Clean Strokes

5.0 OL Drawup Speed

______1 _____ 4
Page 1 Page2 Page 3
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Solvent Plug
Vial for Solvent Plug
Solvent Plug Size
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00
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Solvent Plua
This parameter determines whether the system will add a solvent plug as part of the sampling
procedure. Selecting it will cause the CP-8400/CP-8410 to draw up the specified amount of
solvent from the specified vial. The default value is blank.

Vial for Solvent Plug (I, II, Ill)

This parameter defines which of the vials will be used as the source for the solvent plug. The
default selection is wash vial I.

Solvent Plug Size

This parameter defines the volume of solvent that will be used for the solvent plug in 0.1 JAL
steps (depending on the syringe size) for the 5 and 10 IAL syringes. The default volume is 0 JAL.

Solvent Drawup Speed

This parameter defines how quickly the plunger will be withdrawn from the syringe during the
solvent plug extraction procedure. The default value is 5 liUsec for each of the syringe types.
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Solvent Pause Time (0-9.9 sec)

This parameter defines how long the syringe needle will remain in the vial after the plunger has
been withdrawn a distance corresponding to its set volume in the Solvent plug size parameter.
The default value is 0 sec.

Solvent Air Gap

Setting this parameter will cause the syringe plunger to be withdrawn an amount corresponding
to 1 VL (depending on the syringe size) prior to the syringe sled descending and the solvent
being drawn up. Setting this parameter to blank will cause no upper air gap to be formed. The
default value is blank.

Abort Clean

Clean Vial * Number of Clean Strokes 1
Clean Volume 5.0 pL Drawup Speed 5.0 pUs

Abort Clean

Use in case Automation is stopped or a serious fault is detected.

Clean Vial (I, II, Ill)

This parameter specifies the wash solvent vial that will be used by the Default Cleaning
procedure. The default value is 1.

Clean Volume

This parameter defines the amount of cleaning solvent that will be drawn up and expelled to
waste. The volume is selectable in 0.1 pL (depending of the syringe size). The default value is
5.0 pL.

Number of Clean Strokes (0-10)

This defines the number of times the cleaning solvent will be drawn up and expelled into the
waste cup. The default value is 1.

Drawup Speed

This parameter specifies how quickly the plunger will be withdrawn from the syringe drawing
solvent into the barrel. The default value is 5 tL/sec (depending on the syringe size). This
same value should be used as the plunger speed when expelling the syringe contents into the
waste cup.
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SPME Sampling Mode

SPME mode is designed for using the special Solid Phase Micro-Extraction fibers and
fiber holder.

Do not use the clean mode actions unless you have experence with SPME or have
very dirty samples with Insoluble materials that need to be removed. Indiscriminate
use of cleaning can introduce contaminants into your analytical run and degrade yourWARNIN rssufs.

SPME mode actions are summarized below:

" The number of pre-injection solvent clean flushes specified in the method will be performed
by dipping the fiber into the solvent and waiting for each dean stroke the time specified in
the Adsorb Time for Cleaning. Once the cleaning strokes are completed the tower will
rotate over the waste station, the fiber holder will descend and the fiber exposed for
drying/desorbing (desorbing requires a heated gas stream to be gently blown over the
fiber).

" If Prep.Ahead is used, the AutoSampler will begin the sampling process at the set delay
time after the Prep.Ahead timer has expired. This allows you to sample for extended
lengths of time without adversely affecting the throughput of your system. The Prep.Ahead
timer starts after the Auto Sampler has finished all injections actions for the current
injection.

" If Derivatization is specified, the fiber will next be introduced into the Dedvatizing Agent vial
specified in the Denvatization page. The fiber will penetrate into the Denvatizing agent vial
the depth set for the Solvent penetration depth on the main SPME parameters page. The
fiber will wait for the specified Adsorb time and then be withdrawn.

" The SPME fiber holder will be positioned over the sample vial and the number of agitation
strokes requested will be performed. Agitation is accomplished by moving the fiber into and
out of the fiber holder at between 1 and 2 times per second. It is common for this action to
pause a little longer sometimes relative to others. This non-regular motion is expected and
normal. Each time the fiber descends into the sample, it will stay in the sample for the
specified Adsorb Time. Use the Sample Penetration Depth to sample from either
headspace (the vapor above the sample) or into the liquid. The fiber holder sheath (the
needle at the end of the fiber holder) will penetrate about 6 mm into the sample vial. The
fiber will be extended varying distances based on the penetration depth setting. For liquid
sampling you will get best results if the level of the liquid in the vial does not contact the
fiber sheath thus potentially causing carry-over.

. The AutoSampler will next perform the SPME sample introduction into the Injector. The
SPME fiber holder will descend and penetrate the Injector septum. The fiber will then be
extended the specified Desorb time on the main SPME parameters page.

* Upon withdrawal from the Injector, any post injection clean actions will be performed.
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The SPME mode screens and parameters are summarized below:

CP~d1A M.IE Yi TOWN

Prepation•Val - Stroke Count 1
Cret Viel - PrepAlM Time Left 0.00

Sample Penetration Depth 90 % NumberdAgitabonStIokes 0
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INSTALLATION OF THE SPME MODE

This section describes the installation of the SPME option on the
CP-8400 AutoSampler and the CP-841 0 AutoInjector.

O Never use soaps, such as Snoop®. These may contaminate the system and cause
permanent damage to capillary columns. If a liquid leak detector is desired, try a 50/50
mixture of isopropanol/water.

Familiarize yourself with the safety regulations and the general operating principles,
including the calibration of the sampler positions.

To enable the sampler to perform SPME, 2 basic adjustments of the sampler are required:

" The syringe-holder bracket must be exchanged.
" The switch on the sampler tower, mounted on the sled, must be set in the SPME mode.
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Figure 2: SPME Syringe and Holder Figure 3: SPMEIStandard Switch

Disconnecting Dev ice

VWMWIG

Before installation of the SPME mode; turn off the oven and any heated zones and let
them cool down. Turn off any detector gases at their supply. Then turn off the main
power switch and unplug the power cord.

1. Manually rotate the Sampler Tower so that it is over the GC. It is best not to place it over an
Injector since the Injector may be hot.

2. Open the tower clear plastic door and remove the syringe.

3. Remove the syringe bracket (3 screws).

4. Push the injector plunger head holder downwards.

Injtor plunger
Head holder - W

Syrinebrcket~ I Syringe bracket ýýS7 1

5. Push the syringe sled down as far as it will go.
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~IOnce the syringe-guide foot touches the top of the gas chromatograph, gently
compress it further. Observe the white switch, which will be Just exposed once the sled
has reached its maximum downward travel.

until switch apeaIrsI I *, Set to SPME
(UP.posIt.,)

iLi

6. Set the switch to the SPME configuration (UP-Position).

7. Raise the sled until you hear a click, this fixes the sled.

8. Install the SPME syringe holder.

9. Install the SPME syringe, i.e. the fiber holder, in the block. Lock the plunger head and fix
the syringe. Position the SPME syringe in such a way that you can see the opening in the
barrel. I '

Mount the SPME syringe insuch a way that the opening of I

Installation of the fiber into the SPME syringe, i.e. the fiber holder, is explained in the fiber-
holder manual.

10. Close the cover on the tower and turn on the power to the GC. The GC will automatically
detect the new configuration of the switch and will respond accordingly.

11. Recalibrate the sampler, on page 66.

12. Adjust the Injector insert, on page 91 to SPME injection.

13. The sampler is now in the SPME mode.

14. Reset the desired chromatograph settings, if any.
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Injector Insert

0 ý1

To assure optimum results when desorbing a SPME fiber, it is important to use the correct
Injector insert. Use a straight, unpacked insert with an internal diameter of 0.8 mm (P/N:
392611948 for the PTV Injector). Smaller inserts do not allow the fiber sheath to penetrate the
Injector, while large inserts will broaden early-eluting analytes.

The SPME fiber Is mounted in the fiber sheath. During septum
penebtilon, the fiber Is completely retracted Into the sheath for
protection. A blunt sheath with a relatively large diameter may result in
septum leakage. If you encounter frequent septum failure, use the
optional Merlin Microseal i.

L
- Ptnge

Omnuri

Color.c-ded
Screw Hub-_•

Fiber Sheath

Fiber
Antachment Rod

SPME Fiber

Seoldn PRetaining Nut

Fiber Sheath

ow o= k*,d:tm

Fiberttachment Rod

SPME Fiber

Figure 4: SPME Syringe

) When performing liquid SPME, make sure that the fiber sheath does NOT contact the
liquid. This may result in carry-over.
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Injector Temperature

To accelerate the desorption process of the analytes from the SPME fiber, elevated injection
temperatures are required. The ideal temperature is approximately 10-20 °C below the
maximum temperature of the fiber and GC column (usually between 2000 and 280 °C).

Sample Vials and Septa

SPME is a concentration technique normally used in combination with a GC/MS. To minimize
pollution of the analysis by the vial septum, special Ultra clean septa are used. These vials are
included in the SPME kit. Refer to Replacement Parts on page 317.

Agitation Strokes

SPME can be used in the agitation 'mode', which is useful when performing liquid SPME.
Agitation disrupts the depletion zone that may surround the fiber during the extraction process.
VWith CP-8400 and CP-841 0 SPME, agitation is achieved by moving the fiber in and out of the
sample liquid, approximately once every 2 seconds.

To use the agitation "mode, fill in the number of Agitation Strokes (1 or more). Zero will disable
the Agitation 'mode'.

Sample Penetration Depth (%)

The penetration depth indicates the position of the fiber in the vial in the DOWN position. The
UP position is a fixed value, which is 1 cm higher than the DOWN position. The DOWN position
is set to the point at which the fiber is just fully immersed in the sample liquid.

Typical value for the 2 mL vial (P/N: 392611549 and PIN: 392611979)
1. Sample volume 1 mL
2. Penetration depth 60%

SPME Adsorption Time

The SPME adsorption time is the period between agitation strokes. If the number of agitation
strokes is 0, the SPME adsorption time is equal to the sampling time.
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Number of Agitation Strokes

The number of agitation strokes is the number of up and down movements of the fiber between
the sample liquid and the space above the sample in the vial.

As a guideline, use the following formula to calculate the sampling time:

Sampling time (min) = (tA&orb + tgtton) * (nwrk. + 1)

Whereby:
t is the adsorption time (min)
t,#.on is the time per agitation stroke (approx. 0.01 min)
nrokm is the number of agitation strokes

For example: an adsorption time of 5 minutes, in combination with 10 agitation strokes will
result in the following sampling time:

Sampling time = (5+0.01)*(10+1) is approx. 55 min

Optimum analytical yield results are obtained with an adsorption time that is set to 0.
The sampling time is determined by the number of agitation strokes only.
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INSTALLATION OF THE LIQUID SAMPLING MODE

This section describes the installation of the Liquid Sampling option on the CP-8400
AutoSampler and the CP-8410 Autoinjector.

Familiarize yourself with the safety regulations and the general operating principles,
including the calibration of the sampler positions.

To enable the sampler to perform Liquid Sampling, 2 basic adjustments of the sampler are
required:

" The syringe-holder bracket must be exchanged.
" The switch on the sampler tower, mounted on the sled, must be set in the STD (Liquid

Sampling) mode.

M Liquid Sampling
*syringe* holder Syringe switch//l .... ýym~ .. t

Figure 5: Liquid Sampling Syringe and Holder Figure 6: SPME/Standard Swftch

Disconnecting Dev ice

WRNING

Before Installation of the SPME mode; turn off the oven and any heated zones and allow
them to cool down. Turn off any detector gases at their supply. Then turn off the main
power switch and unplug the power cord.

1. Turn off the main power switch and unplug the power plug.

2. Manually rotate the Sampler Tower so that it is over the GC. It is best not to place it over an

Injector since the Injector may be hot.

3. Open the towerclear plastic door and remove the syringe.

4. Remove the syringe bracket (3 screws).
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5. Push the injector plunger head holder downwards.

Sying rce

Once the syringe-guide foot touches the top of the gas chromatograph, gently
compress It further. Observe the white switch, which will be Just exposed once the sled
has reached its maximum downward travel.

dh a Set to Liquid Sample

ch pp es (DOWN-position)

6. Set the switch to the STD (Standard, liquid sample configuration) DOWN-Position.

7. Raise the sled until you hear a click, this fixes the sled.

8. Install the Liquid Sample syringe holder.
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9. Install the Liquid Syringe, in the block. Lock the plunger head and fix the syringe.

Fix the plunger head 6.

Mount the liquid
syringe

Fix the syringe

10. Close the cover on the tower and turn on the power to the gas chromatograph. The gas

chromatograph will automatically detect the new configuration of the switch and will

11. Recalibrate the sampler, on page 66.

12. Adjust the Injector insert to Liquid Injection.

13. The instrument is now in the Liquid Injection mode.

14. Reset the desired chromatograph settings, if any.
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